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The Club Boy

Roy

School Sectinons Odd Fellow News Farm Lecturers
o

Mes-que-

Wp had excellent attendance, Thenovf mpptino-nthe Mpn'a
boy produces in dollars and cents ast Wednesday evening nbout Brotherhood is to be augmented
that measures his worth to a .thirty being present. '
by the addition of an agricultual
community.
program
pembors have
ee" "
The Club boys true worth will L
Proflomp?on and Prof, Elser
show itself in the habits he forms been initiated in the hut three f h
appl. qptiona are
and the example he sets to other mon hsbe
tmic
Present
boys. In his respect the club Pe"dl"f
MPiTpUmbuU Ajrripullural Agt.
evenmsf of the 1 th,
activities carried on by the State
q e. P. & S. W. and Mr.
and ' Oscar
College of Agriculture, and the
fi

Governmentcooperating,isdoinglIIamsReedw(,revcn the De"Co

ro

temporary.
POPCORN SALE
The Tequezquite Mesa Camp
Fire Girls will hold a Pororn
Sale at the Community Hall Saturday afternoon,' Jan, 27th.
Hot Buttered Popcorn will be
sold by the most charming bevy
of little girls in the state. You
are invited to patronize this sale
strictly on its merits and help
for the
the girls get financed
'
'"
';
club.
;'
the
of
work
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1;30

Feb. 9

The MilliHio-- S.lwl R;M;n.
seems now to be an assured fact

T

T
Superintendent
Rudolph has as
sured them of his support and
they are ready with the rest of
the arrangements for a$35, 000.00
V

Y

:

building.
Claude Hand is home from his
visit in Missouri. He sold a bunch
of last spring calves this week at
$25.00 apiece and feels that this
wu.ovu.oj iiiuiicj
lie ttUl UIJIUV
as he bought mature cows
whjch brought them a little over
a year ago at about the price he
got for their cajves.
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Mr. and Mrs. Clint Neal are
the proud parents of a fine baby
girl born January 21st.

's

Tups-day-

j

Feb.

Hoy

Speakers and Subjects are
R. B. Thompson, State College
N. M.. "Poultry."
W. L, Klser, State College. N.
M. "Farm Business Methods."
Orren Beaty, County Agricultural
Agent, Union County,
"Tillage and Crop Improvement"
R.S. Trumbull, "Mesa Crop
Report and Rural Credit."

j

congratulations.

Liberty
Palouse School
Mount Olive

.

.

The Village Clerk,.. Melville
Floersheim. has blank Licenses
payers now
for all Occupation-ta- x
They
are printready to issue.
paper
lithographed.Ledger
ed on
The
look
at.
to
and arenot bad
printed
job department
them and appreciates the spirit
which prompts their getting their
printing done at home.

Mosquero
Jan. 30 1 :30 P. M.
Bradley School
Jan.30 7;30
Solano
Jan. 31 1:30
Pleasant View
Jan. 31 7:30

j

Dr. and Mrs. Bartholowew, of
Mills, are the proud parents of a
baby boy. Friends here extend

The report of the Commissioner
of Lands of New Mexico, Robert
P. Ervien, for 1916, is received
by this office and we are studying
it carefully as a duty as well as
a pleasure.
I nere is much ot interest in this report that it is well
community.
to study and understand and we
hope'to be a better citizen by
Billy Melvin, of Mills called to
knowing what it tells of ourpub-- '
.
office force
jolly the
lie patrimony and how it is hand-- !
The Melvin Bros, have
led.
recently purchased a new
"Big Four" Tractor and 4iave a
E, L. Brooks, of Springer, who
lot of plowing engaged for this
has been in charge of the Chair
spring.
at the Roy Barber Shop during
From the office of State Engin- the absence of Mr. Jenkins, has
eer, James A. French, we receive made a very good impression on
a copy a detailed report of the the patrons of the shop and all
"Surface water supply of the who have met him. He is con
sidering starving with the shop or
state."
making
some arrangement that
It is full of tables and records
back to. Roy as he
he
car
come
and is all right for those interestto
like the town and
has
learned
ed in irrigation but personally
people.
her
we are more concerned with rainMr. Brooks is an expert workfall and practical methods of conman
as well as a fine fellow and
servation of moisture. It is a
should
be glad to have him
lot cheaper easier and more pro- we
pick
fitable to store water in the soil locate hero and business
where it is used than to store it up till it would pay him to come.
in ponds and ditch it into the
land. This is not discrediting 'J, F. Arnett is getting in the
the business of catching flood equipment for his Lunch Counter
and making all the necessary ar- water either.
rangements to start right in the
El Eco Del Norte, the Spanish Home Restaurant the first of the
newspaper at Mora, published by month. This office is helping
out in the. printing line in his
Enrique Sosa, has been started
and we are in receipt of a Prepardness Program.
copy. It would seem that Mora
Pablo Sisneros is home from an
was the right place for a newspaper published in Spanish and sxtended visit at Mora. Pablo
with his sons all trained printers says the snow is so deep ' as to
"
is the right man to run
He is make hard travelling over at the
a good sort and has right ideas of county seat and it is pretty 'cold
what is right in politics and pub- too there at the foot of the
'
''
lic morals.
'
range.'"
:k
S-- A.

Everybody Welcome.

-

meeting.

Mr. and Mrs. Al Hanson

Fisher, a farmer living
north of Mills, has purchased the
"Developer" and has installed H.
B. Albertson as Editor. We are
told he will equip the office with
the many essentials it needs and
ive Mills a better paper than she
ías had heretofore.
We gladly welcome Mr. Fisher
'
to the Newspaper field. This
state and community has need of
more live newspapers to shine a
light in the dark places. Neighborly greeting to our new Con-

Besides these there will be
music by Miss Dan Jenkins also
readings by Miss Phoebe Russel
and Mis3 Dorothy Gibbs.
This will be a splendid program.
The date is Thursday evening
Feb. 1, at 7:30. The place will
be the Christian Church.

at-Th-

Gil-srtr- ap

A. D.

more to help make worth while rec of Friendship.
boys than any movement ever in-Claude L. Wensell has been
augurated by the United States appointed Assistant Chaplain,
Government
and Wolcott L. Russel Assistant
That the accumulation of dol- Secretary, both are good workers
lars and cents will eventually in the Lodge.
row out of the club work stands
Ben P. Wright, who lives 15
to reason; butthe great good, the, mileg in the country and who has
lasting good, lies in the habits the honor of being our Venerable
learned in doing things well. Warden, has almost a perfect e
club boy has the advantage tendance record to his credit for
of having his State College the past five months,
brought right into his home, of! 0n iast Wednesday evening,
having all the advantages of the the 24th, Earl Strong and Jacob
experiment carried on by that steinbaugh were given the In- lnsuiution. ine lessons learned ;tiarv Desrree and O. H. Reed
at great expense are his for the ancj E j- Floersheim the Second
asking, and out of the coaching Degree. Bros. Reed and Floerhe receives from his State Lead- sheim say that the road to Jericho
er will come the way of knowing is rather long, but indeed a fine
how to succeed in his undertak- - roa(j
0 travel.
ings.
The new hooks for the Lodge
have arrived and Secretary JohnTexas and Wyoming Legisla- son is kept busy arranging the
tures have arranges to submit the new ledgar,.and other books.
Prohibition Amendment to a vote They are a dandy set of books
of the people as one of the first and when completed will be a nice
Legislative acts. It is hard to record of Homestead Lodge No.
see how the New Mexico Legis- 46.
lature can help doing the same The present membership of
thing this session. Both parties the Lodge is near a hundred and
are pledged to do it and if their with the present rate of increase
word is worth the paper it is we expect to pass the hundred
written on they will submit some mark ere the close of the present
reasonable State-wid- e
Prohibí - term.
tion measure.
The Evens are a few pohts in
The Santa Fe New MeAicanJn the Jead at present in the contest
a recent issue, gives our Repre- but with one or two more appli- sentative the following introduc- cations on the Odds side they will
tion.
be in the ilead. So fir the contest
has. been almost a tie and both
'sines
are doing excellent work in
is
seriously
Mrs. Geooge Miller
Contest.
the
ill and her recovery is very doubtThe new Constitution adopted
ful.
on January third and approved
by the Lodge has been sent to
NEW HOSPITAL
the Grand Master for his appro0
val.
There are a number of
The new addition to Dr. Plum-lee."4...
e
i
l rw.y n
Hospital building is being
.
""u
"wu
erected rapidly by Contractor
t a copy if you are
NelsBenson. Itisaframebuild - bette,r
ani1 read
eat once-ing at the rear of the adobe office
v
Th
"f
building and is especially design- and the
nste
?f
5;00
comed for the convenience and
fortof thepatients. Dr.
' .
will now have room enough for;
,
ATnni imnMriTir fnonrrau nai:n
at
his present needs with the addi-- j
been made.
tional six rooms and is leaving it
The new "stove presented to
so more can be added as needed.
the Hall by our Landlord, Mr.
Grant Kitchell is now at work Lucero is much appreciated by
on the second floor of his new the Lodge and keeps the hall in
buildine adioining his rooming á comfortable condition.
On next Wednesday evening
house and fronting R.R. Avenue
"
it win De quite a roomy ana pre- - sentable building when finished Third Degrees. All brothers try
and Í3 some job for a man tn and be present and remember
tackle the erection of without visiting Brothers are always vvel- -'
1

'

enter Valley.'
tained the employees of the Dr. Bills late of Raton, but who
Goodman Store last Sunday even- is now making himself a ranch
ing. It was a very pleasant lit- near Abbott, was a visitor in Roy
tle affair and all the guests en- Wednesday, coming on land busjoyed the affair especially the iness.
He visited Homestead
music rendered by Mr. Hanson Lodge and witnessed their degree
and the refreshments which Mrs. work and participated in the
added to the social features,
luncheon which followed and
promises to return oftén.
The Roy Village Trustees will
He has been a member of the N.
hold a Special meeting Saturday
M. Grand Loflge for fifteen years
evening to meet with Attorney
is a 32d degree Mason and a man
Holly, of Springer regarding
we are glad to welcome to this
some municipal affairs.
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-

j

nesday from his claim in Kansas

'o

It isn't SO much the amount a

The following is a list of the
0. W.' Hearn who is Deputy
would
have
"New
Mexico
never
unleased school sections in Mora
Assessor of the Precincts of Roy
had- County, taken from the records
Roy
town
named
had
it
if
a
Mills and Solano will be at the
following places to list property n't chanced that Frank Roy, Re- of the State Land Office Dec. 1st.
representative from 1916.
for taxation from 8 A. M. to 5 P. publican
Co.
decided
Mora
some years ago,
For blanks or other information
M.
Vegas
leave
to
for newer write to the Commissioner of
Las
Roy Jan. 23 to noon of Feb. 3
Mill- s- Feb. 5 to noon Feb. 10 fields. He is the "Dady" of the Public Lands, Santa Fe, N. M.
In some instances only part of
Solan- o- Feb 12 to noon Feb. 17 thriving Mora'Co. town that bears
" Under the Laws of the State his name and is proud of his off- sections are vacant but the subof N. M. it is made the duty of spring. Mr. Roy was formerly division is not given in this list.
each property owner to return a engaged in the mercantile busi- Part of section vacant will be
list of all his property, both Real ness, but at present is giving his given upon request.
Section Township Range
and Personal on or before the attention to livestock. He was
nominated
by
representative
for
16
13N.
24E.
last day of February and those
which
no
convention
in
took
a
he
19N.
32
21E.
failing to do so within the time
20N.
2
21E.
specified will be assessed by the part. Mr. Roy is authority for
20N.'
32
22E.
assessor and a penalty of 25 per the statement that a 'majority of
20N.
32
23E.
cent will be imposed additional." the dry farmers, in his section
are able to sport automobiles.
21N.
32
22E.
Fabian Chavez.
He holds that this answers the
County Assessor. question, "Does dry farming in
Frank Sheltran writes us from
It will save time and trouble if New Mexico pay."
Wyoming to send his
Rawlins,
the taxpayers owning property
Santa Fe New Mexican
paper there with all back numbers
will think to bring deeds to the
same or at least the location by
J. Floersheim is suffering from he has missed. They recently
Township, Section etc.
a recurrance of the Rheumatism moved there and are at 511 First
which is making life a burden to St. They send regards to all
Mrs. F. A. Roy left Wednesday himagainbuthasnotyetmnde him triends here.
for Santa Fe where she will join give up his work at the store.
her husband and remain at the Mrs. Floersheim is also in poor Prof. Trumbull arrived in Roy
Capital City for a time, She has health this winter. They plan a Saturday evening by
auto from
been suffering from a bad cold trip to Hot Springs, Ark., in the Mosquero where
he came from
and was waiting to recover but near future.
El Paso. He visited here over
Frank demanded her presence
Sunday and made some arrangenow so she went.
Mrs. De Frees suffered from an ments for the Farmers Meetings
injury to her arm last week and he has planned for the first week
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Elby was obliged to give up her school
February, returning to
Bowman, of Pleasant View, a son work Monday. Mrs. Ogden sub- in
with Messrs. McCarger and
Tuesday, Jan. 23. Mother and stituted for her. Her wound is
child just fine but the father had very painful and threatened ser- Smith, of the Wilson Co. at Mills
when they went down to start
to close the school for the rest of ious complications.
their new store there Monday.
the week while he was getting
accustomed
to being called
L. A. Canon, of Graham, TexThe Daughters of Rebekah
"Papa".
as, was in town this week settling
;held
their Club meeting with
helpud some business affairs and
Mrs. C. C. Taylor claims to be
Noble Grand, Mrs. M. D.
their
ing his son to look around for a
the "Boss" at the Roy home dur- 640
Wednesday afternoon.
Gibbs
Mr. Canon
acre homestead.
ing the absence of Mrs. Roy. We
program and refresh-wer- e
usual
The
still likes the mesa and its peohear the claim contested by some
indulged
in. Mrs. Jce
ple.
of the "inmates" of that popular
will
be
hostess
at the next
Sam Bland was in town Wedhome.
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Emmett Blubaugh and his sis- Miss Loretta Blubauc-h-cj E..T.
'
Coleman and Vietta Franklin
went to Springer, January 10th.
and were the principals in adouble
wedding. Looks like our reporters from that community had
rather neglected us in letting
such important news come by
Grapevine". Any way it isn't
too late to offer congratulations,

..Iter.

'"""u
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HOTEL NEWS

come.

any help whatever.

Brother John Shamblin who Sunday guests at the Sbuth- Western hotel from town were
S. H. Jenkins, the barber, re - has been quite sick for the pastj
rs- Russel, Mrs. Bert Rayand
nrr.nrl fmm hi visit in Arkansas four weeks is reported imnrovins?
children,
Miss Eugenia Roy, Mr,
Saturday and is brightening up nicely and will soon return heme
Mrs.
C.
and
C. Taylor, Miss Anna
the shop with his jovial presence from Hot Springs.
.
.
i
i
n
r
M
narrv
sh
t reports iMrs.
vuauer w iwnu iit'i
once more, tlie
cruuier 11.
ñwi ñ
Ray,
Geo.
C
Morse,
Wm.
wholrbyKansas
Hutchinson
Lodge
of
she!
Jenkins in fine health and
Davenport,
A.
Swope
besides
the
sev-1
sick
for
list
on
the
has
been
has gained 16 pounds in weight
hoarders.
reu'ar
is
no
reported
better.
weeks
eral
in the last few weeks.
guests of this popular
Other
.
,
,
Brother E. B, Holmes who is
,
f
C. R. Wane, a son of the late visiting in eastern Oklahoma and í)
ick uoroeig, ot&L Louis, b. W.
"Pmitiv" Wane of Rov. sends us
n
Bowman,
t. A I. Lancaster, of
the rice of two years suhacrin-L- . im ib naving
.a
M. G. Doyle of Den--thTucumcarl,
Iowa,
Dodge,
where
tion from Ft
his w.fe is improving race- - yei. R & TrumbulL
,
Pas0i
Standhe is in the employ of the
W,b-J'y'
L.
Mrs.W.
Strawn,
F.
M.
theS-A.
Weil.
ard Oil Co. and assures us
Chicago,
Albert
Svellke,
K.
C.
o
is very interesting to him
of
World
the
of
Woodman
Lynch,
A.
Robert
The
New
York
City
he has never lived here.
Roy met last Thursday night and U N. Klasson, L. U. McKenzie,
adinstalled officers. R. Lopez isA. B". Henry, K. C. A. J. Hites-the- ir
is
Horn
a
D.
C.
new
Rev.
Dr. M, D. Gibbs man, Raton, L. A. Canon, J. E.
C. C.
of
of
list
readers
to
our
dition
G. Jhnson Ban-- ! Johnson, Logan N. M. W. L. Dunn
Wm.
and
living
Roy
Clerk
in
is
He
and
the
nas 01 memoers j. w. Mc Alpin and K S. Wilson,
ne
1
lodge
buildworking onthe Floersheim
ker,
and prospers "' Nota bad showing, of tran- standing
good
in
will
return
ing this winter but
una auema lor a small town we
to his homestead near,. Mills in ior a numoer ui uuumui
'opine.
"
year,
the spring.
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Juanita Holland, a Philadelphia young
of wealth, on her Journey with
her guide. Good Ansa Talbott, Into the
heart of the Cumberland to become a
teacher of the mountain children, falnta
at the door of Kletch McNaah'a cabin.
While resting thera she overhears a talk
between Hud Anae Havey, chief of hli
clan, and one of hla henchmen that ac- feud,
with the
3ualnts her
haa an unprofitable talle with Bad
Anae and they become antagonista. Cal
Douglus of the Havey clan la on trial In
Peril, for the murder of Noah Wyatt,
McBrlar. In the nlKht Juanita hears
feudists ride puat the McNash cabin.
Juanita and Dawn McNash become
friends. Cal Douglas la acquitted. Nash
wyatt attempts to kill him but Is himself killed by the Haveys. Juanita goes
to Uve with the Widow Kverwin. whose
boys are outside the feud. Milt McBrlar,
head of his clan, meets Bad Anse there
and disclaims responsibility for Wyatt's
attempt to kill Douglas. They declare a
truce, under pressure from Good Anse
Talbott Juanita thinks she finds that
Bad Anne Is opposing her efforts to buy
land and build a school. Milt McBrlar
breaks the trues by having Fletch
murdered. Jeb McNash begs Bad
Ansa to tell him who killed his father,
but la not told. Juanita and Bad Anse
further misunderstand each other. Bad
Anse Is bitter, but tells Juanita he does
not fight women and will give her land If
necessary. Juanita gets her land and
cabin. Old Bob McOreegor Incites Jeb
McNash to murder Young Milt McBrlar.
but Jeb refrains as he Is not sure Young
Milt Is the murderer. Young Milt and
Dawn meet several times, resulting In a
demand from Bad Anse that Dawn leave
Juanlta's cabin. Juanita and Good Anse
o to sea Bad Anse, who again says that
the school will fall because It has been
started by Juanita In the wrong way.
Juanita begins to understand Bad Ansa's
dream of generation for his people.
Woman

Havey-McBrl-

CHAPTER

i

XIV

Continued.

Again Job's face bad become asben
and bis muscles were twitching. Anse
laid a band on bis shoulder, but tbe
boy Jerked away and again confronted
his elder, while" his voice broke from
bis lips In an excess of passion. "Tell
me his name. By God. he b'longs ter

me!"

"No. I ain't goin' to tell ye his name
Just yet, Jeb," Anse calmly announced.
"He ain't In these parts now. He's left
the mountains, an' It wouldn't do ye
much good to know bis name yet.
Two days after he comes back I'll tell
ye all ye wants to know, an' I won't
try ter hinder ye, but ye must let the
children stay over there at the school.
Dawn's heart's set on it, an" It wouldn't
be fair to break her heart."
The boy stood trembling In wrath
and Indecision. Finally his voice came
dubiously. "Ye done give me yore
band once before tbet es soon es ye
knowed ye'd tell, me an ye lied ter

me."

Anse Havey shook his head with unruffled patience.
"No, I didn't lie to ye, son. I wasn't
sure till after he left. I ain't never
lied to no man."
A long silence fell on the room.
Through the open window came the
silvery call of a quail in some distant
thicket. After a while the boy raised
bis head and nodded.
"I'll give ye
my hand," be said.
When he left the room Juanita rose

from her chair.
"There Is no way to thank you. Mr.
Havey," she said with a touch of diffidence. "I don't believe that two wrongs
ever made one right. I don't believe
that you can win out to law by lawlessness. But I do believe you are
sincere, and I know that you're a
man."
"And, for my part," he answered
slowly, "I think ye're Just tryln' to
grow an oak tree In a flower pot, an'
It can't be done. I think that all ye
can do Is to breed discontent an' In
these hills discontent Is dangerous.
But I ain't hlnderln' your school an'
I don't low to. Ye'll find out for yourself that It's a failure an' quit at your
own behest."
"1 shan't quit," she assured him, but
this time she smiled as she said it.
"I am going ahead, and In the end I
am going to undermine the regime of
feud and illiteracy; that Is, I and
others like me. But can't we fight the
thing out as if it were a clean game?
Can't we be friendly adversaries?
You've been very generous, and I've
been a bigoted little fool, but can't you
forgive me and be friends?"
He straightened and his face hardened again, and slowly he shook his
bead. His voice was very grave and
uncompromising, though without discourtesy. "I'm afraid It's a little too
late for that."
Juanita slowly drew back the hand
the had extended and her cheeks
flushed crimson. It was the first time
In her life that she had made an unsolicited proffer of friendship and it
bad been rebuffed.
"Oh!" she murmured In a dazed,
hurt voice in which was no anger.
Then she smiled. "Then there's nothing else to say, except to thank you a
thousand times."
"Ye needn't have no uneasiness
about my tryln' to binder ye," he assured her slowly. "I ain't your enemy an' I ain't your friend. I'm Just
lookin' on, an' I don't have no faith
In your success."
"Don't you feel that changes must
come?" she questioned a little timidly.
"They have come everywhere else."
"They will come." His voice again
rose vehemently. "But they'll be made
my way our way, not yours. These
bills sha'n't always be a reproach to
the state or Kentucky. ' They're goin'
to be ber pride some day."
That'sj aU!V: exclaimed the girl.

flinging at him a glance of absolute admiration. "I don't care who does it, so
long as it's done right You've got to
see sooner or later that we're working
to the same end. You may not be my
friend, but I'm going to be yours."
"I'm obleegpd to ye." He spoke
gravely and, turning on his heel left
the room by the back door.
As chance would have It, Young
Milt rode by her place tbe next day.
She knew be would come back the
same way, and that afternoon, as he
was returning, she Intercepted him beyond the turn of the road. With the
foreign courtesy learned abroad, he
lifted bis hat and dismounted.
Juanita had always rather liked
Young Milt The clear fearlessness of
bis eyes gave him a certain attractiveness, and his face had so far escaped
the clouding veil of sullenness which
she so often saw.
At first she was a little confused as
to how to approach the subject, and
the boy rolled a cigarette as he stood
respectfully waiting.
"Milt" she said at last, "please don't
misunderstand me. It's not because I
want to, but I've got to ask you to give
me a promise. You see, I need your
help."
At that the half smile left the boy's
Hps and a half frown came to bis eyes.
"I reckon I know what ye mean," be
said. "Young Jeb, he's asked ye ter
warn me off. Why don't Jeb carry his
own messages?"
"Milt" she gravely reminded him.
resting her hand for a moment on his
coatsleeve, "It's more serious than
that Jeb ordered me to send his sister back to the cabin. You are having an education.
I want her to have
one. She has the right to it I love
her very dearly. Milt, and If you are
a friend you won't rob her of ber
chance."
The boy's eyes Cashed.
"An" ye're goin' ter send her back
tbar ter dwell amongst them razorback
s
bawgs an
an' fleas?" be
demanded spiritedly.
"That depends on you. Jeb Is the
head of his family. I can't keep her
without his consent 1 bad to promise
him that you shouldn't visit her."
For a moment the heir to the
leadership stood twisting the toe
of his heavy boot In the dust and apparently contemplating the little rings
It stamped out. Then he raised his
eyes and contemplatively studied the
crests of ridges softening with the
houn'-dawg-

8PANI8H-AMERICÁ-

mists hung splendidly to the ridges given ent no one could say. The woods
were quiet, and the two kneeling figures In the laurel made' no sound. Tbe
other men, waiting at their separated
posts, were equally Invisible and noiseless, but some intangible premonition
had come to the shadow which had
lost Itself In the Impenetrable blackness and began Its retreat with Its object unaccomplished.
Young Milt went back to his house
in the cold mists of dawn. No shot had
been fired, no face recognized, but tbe
Havey and the McBrlar both knew
that the school had been saved by
their Joint vigilance.
Some days later the news of that
night watch leaked through to Jerry
Everson, who bore the tidings to Juanita, and she wrote a note to Anse Havey asking him to come over and let
ber express her thanks In person.
The mall rider brought her a brief
reply penned in a hand of copybook
care.
I don't taks any credit I only did what

and the sunset flamed at hla back.
Juanita never knew what details of
the Incident came to Old Milt's ears,
but when next the bead of tho bouse
passed her on the road he spoke with
a diminished cordiality, and when she
stopped him he. commented: "I hear
ye're
a Havey school over
thar now. Little Milt tells me ye
warned him offen yore place."
She tried to explain, and though he
pretended to accept all she said In
good humor, she knew in her heart
she had made a powerful and bitter
enemy.
One afternoon Anse Havey, wander
lng through the timber on his own
side of the ridge, came upon a lone
hunter, and when he drew near It
proved to be young Milt McBrlar.
"Mornln', Milt" said Havey. "I didn't
know ye ever went huntin' over here."
The boy, who In feud etiquette was a
trespasser, met the scrutiny with a
level glance.
"I was
for boomers," he
said, using the local phrase for red
squirrels of the hills.
"I reckon I
hain't hardly got no license ter go gun-nlon yore land."
Anse Havey sat down on a log and
looked up at the boy steadily. At last
he said gravely:
"Hunt as much as ye like, Milt only
be heedful not to start no flres."
Milt nodded and turned to go, but
the older man called him back.
"I want to have a word with ye,
Milt," he said soberly. "I ain't never

any other man would do, and young Milt
McBrlar did as much as I did. Thank
him If you want to. It would only be
awkward for ma to come over there.
Respectfully.
ANSE HAVEY.
Old Milt McBrlar beard of his son's
part In the watching of the school and
brooded blackly as be gnawed at the
tem of his pipe, but he said nothing.
The boy had been sent away to college
and had had every advantage. Now
he bad unwittingly but none tbe less
surely, turned his rifle on one of his
father's hirelings bent on his father's
work, for the
kindling bad
been laid at Old Milt's commaud.
The thing did not tend to make the
leader of the McBrlars partial to the
Innovations from down below.
One day, when Juanita went down to
the post office, which nestled unobtrusively behind the single counter of
the shack store at the gap, she found
a letter directed in a hand which set
her heart beating and revived many
old memories.
She climbed to the crest, sat down

beard that neither the McBrlars nor
the Haveys countenanced settln' fire
to dwellln'-houses- ,
have you?"
"I don't know what ye means," responded the boy, and the gaze that
passed between them was that of two
men who can look direct into any eye.
"I lowed it would astonish ye," went
on Anse. "Back of the new school-hous- e
that's still full of shavln's an'
loose timber there's a little stretch of
dry woods that comes right down to
the back door. Somebody has done
laid a trail of shavln's an' leaves In
the brush there an' soaked 'em with
coal-oiSome feller aims to burn
down that schoolhouse tonight"
"Did ye tell Miss Holland?" demanded Milt In a voice of deep anxiety.
"No, 1 ain't named It to her." Bad
Anse said with seeming Indifference
In his face, at which the lad's blood

under the poplar, and began to read
the letter from the man she had sent
away.
He said

l.

that he had made a sincere
effort to reconcile himself to her decision which exiled him. The effort bad
failed. He had been to tbe Mediterranean and the East His letter concluded:
Can you not find It In your heart to be

boiled.
by my devotion Not only happi"Does ye aim ter set hyar an' let her touched
ness, but peace dwells where you ara,
place git burnt up?" he snapped out and X am coming to you.
wrathfully.
"Because If ye does, I Do not forbid me, for I am coming anyway. I am coming because I must; badon't"
cana I love you.
Anse Havey laughed.
fJbe sat for a long time gazing off at
"Well, no," he replied; "I didn't aim
tbe distances and shivered a little In
to do that"
bite of tbe raw air. Then she
Suddenly he rose.
'
"What I did aim to do, Milt, was looked up and saw a figure at ber side.
this: I aimed to go down there tonight It was Bad Anse Havey.
He bowed and stripped off bis coat,
with enough fellers to handle either
the fire or whoever starts
I aimed which, without asking permission, he

ie

It

threw around her shivering shoulders.
"I didn't aim to Intrude on ye," he
said slowly. "I didn't know ye was up
here. Do ye come often?"
"Vory often," she answered, folding
the letter and putting It back into its
envelope. "When I first came to the
Widow Everson's I discovered this
tree, and it seemed to beckon to me to
corner up. Look!" She rose and pointed off with a gauntleted hand. "I can
Stand here and see the fortifications of
toy two enemies. There Is your place
and there Is Milt McBriar's."
She smiled with unconscious archness. "But I'm not going to let you be
my enemy any more," she went on.
"I've decided that you have got to be
my friend, whether you want to be or
not and what I decide upon must be."

to see who was doin' a trick like that.
Will you go with me?"
"Me?" echoed Milt In astonishment
This Idea of (he two factions acting In
consort was a decided innovation. It
might be a trap. Suddenly tbe boy demanded: "Why don't ye ask pap?"
coming of sunset
"1 don't ask your pap nothing." In
At last he inquired. "What bes Dawn Havey's reply was a quick and trucugot ter say?"
lent snap that rarely came Into his
"Dawn hasn't said much," Juanita voice. "I'm askin' you, an' you can
faltered, remembering the girl's tirade, take my proposition or leave It That
r
Is goin' to die. If he's one
then she confessed: "You see, Milt,
of my people I want to know It. If he's
one of your people you ought to feel
the same way. Will you go with me?"
The boy considered the proposal for
Mo-Bri- ar

house-burne-

a time in silence. Dawn would be In
danger! At last he said gravely:
"Hit sounds like a fair proposition.
Bad Anse Havey stood looking into
I'll go along with ye, an' meantime I'll ber eyes with the disconcerting steadikeep my own counsel."
ness of gaze that she always found it
CHAPTER

difficult to sustain, but bis only
sponse was a sober "I'm obleeged

XV.

to

y."

Anse Havey had been looking ahead.
When old Milt McBrlar had said
"Them Haveys 'lows thet I'd cross hell
on a rotten plank ter do 'era Injury"
be bad shot close to the mark. Bad
Anse knew that the
old
murder lord could no more free himself
from guile and deceit than the rattler
can separate Itself from the poison
which impregnates Its fangs and naqulet-visage-

re-

Perhaps that letter, with its old reminders had brought back a little of
the old self's Innocent coquetry. She
stood with her gloved hands in the
deep pockets óf her sweater Jacket
with his coat hanging from her shouleyes and
ders. About her
sensitive Hps lurked a subtle appeal
for friendship perhaps, though she
did not know It for love.
"I have behaved abominably to you,
Mr. Havey," she confessed. "It's natural that you should refuse me forgiveness." For a moment her eyes danced
and she looked up, challengingly, into
his face. "But it's natural, too, that I
should refuse to let you refuse. We
are going to be friends. I am going to
smash your old feud to splinters and
I'm going to beat you, and just the
same we are going to be friends."
6
Again his reply was brief.

d

deep-viol-

ture.

When he had taken Milt's hand, sealing the truce, he had not been beguiled, but realized that the compact
was only strategy and was totally inYet in Young Milt be saw
sincere.
possibilities.
He was accustomed to
rely on his own judgment, and he recognized a clean and sterling strain in
the younger McBrlar.
' He hated the breed with a hatred
"Tell Me His Name. By God, He Be- that was flesh of his flesh and bone of
longs to Mel"
his bone, but with an eye of prophecy
"I'm obleeged to ye."
he foresaw the day when a disrupted
"You have been Very good to me,"
Just now Dawn is thinking of herself mountain community must fall asunas a Havey and of you as a McBrlar. der unless netive sons could unite she went on, and the note of banter
voice; "and you refused to let
All I ask Is that you won't try to see agalnBt the conquest of lowland 'greed. left her
me thank you."
her while she's here at the school
He could never trust Old Milt, but he
For a moment he was silent, then be
not, at all events, until things are dif- hoped
that he and Young Milt who replied awkwardly: "I reckon it's pretferent."
would some day succeed to his fa- ty easy to be good to you." After that
The boy was wrestling with youth's ther's authority, might stand together
she beard him saying in a very soft
unwillingness to be coerced:
in that Inevitable crisis.
voice:
"An' let Dawn think that her
This idea had for a long time been
"One of the first things I remembers
brother skeered me off?" he questioned vaguely taking shape In his mind, and Is being fotched up here by mammy
at last with a note of rising defiance. when be met Young Milt in the woods when I was a spindlln' little chap. She
"Dawn sha'n't think that She shall and proposed uniting to save Juanlta's used to bring me up here and tell me
know that you have acted with a gen- school he was laying the cornerstone Indian stories. Sometimes my pappy
tleman's generosity, Milt and because for that future alliance.
came with us, but mostly It was just
I've asked you to do it."
At sunset Young Milt came, and he my mammy an' me."
"Hain't I good enough ter keep com- came without having spoken of his
"Your father was a soldier, wasn't
pany with Fletch McNash 's gal?" The purpose at home. The night was sharp be?" she asked.
lad was already persuaded, but his and moonless, with no light save that
"Yes. He was a captain in Morgan's
stubbornness fired this parting shot.
which came from the coldly glittering command.. When the war ended he
"It's not a question of that. Milt, and stars, and Anse and Young Milt come on back here an' relapsed. I
you know It," declared Juanita. "It's crouched for hours, knee to knee In the reckon I'd oughter be right smart
e
just fhat one of your people killed one dead thickets, keeping watch.
ashamed of that, but somehow I'm
of his. Put yourself In Jeb's place."
proud of it He lowed that what
At last they both saw a creeping figStill for a while tbe boy stood there ure which was only a vague shadow was good enough for his folks was
scowling down at the ground, but at moving among shadows, and they good enough for
last be raised his face and nodded.
He broKe off suddenly and a smile
peered with straining eyes and raised
"It's a bargain, ma'am, but mind I rifles. But the shadow fell very still, came to his face; a remarkably naive
only says I won't see her hyar. Some and since It was only by Its movement and winning smile, the girl thought.
day 111, make Jeb pay fer It"
toat they could detect It they waited . Striking an attitude, he added In a
He mounted. and rode away while In vain.
tone of mock seriousness and perfect
the lazy, hazy sweetness of the smoky
What hint of being watched waa lowland English, without a trace of
tol'-abl-

him"

I

dialect: "1 beg yonr pardon, Miss Holland. I mean that what was sufficiently good for his environment appeared
adequate to him."
The girl's laughter pealed out In the
cool air, and she said with an after-not- e
of surprise: "Why, Mr. Havey,
you didn't speak like a mountain man
then. I thought I was listening to a
'furrlner.' "
He nodded his bead and tbe smile
died from his Hps. Into his eyes came
the look of steady resolve which was
willing to fight for an idea.
"I Just did that to show ye that I
could. It I wanted to, I reckon I could
talk as good English as you.' I reckon
ye won't hardly hear me do it no
more."
"But why?" she Inquired In perplexity.
"I reckon it sounds kinder rough an'
lgn'rant to ye, this mountain speech.
It's the
Well, to me It's music.
language of my own people an' my own
bills. I loves It It don't make no
dlff'rence to me that it's bad grammar.

her.
If teachln thlnga
that's goin', ter make the children
ashamed of their cabins an' their folks.
It's goin' ter make 'em want things ye
can't hardly give 'em.
"Go to any cabin In these hills an'
ye'll And tbe pinch of poverty, but ye
won't find shame for that poverty in
none of 'em. We ain't got so many
virtues here maybe, but we've got a
few. We can wear our privations like
a uniform that we ain't ashamed of
yes, an' make a kind of virtue out of

brote from

It"

"I'm not out of sympathy Vith that"
she argued; "I think it's splendid."
"All right," he answered; "but after
ye've taught 'em a few things they
woh't think It's splendid. Ye'll breed
discontent an' then ye'll go away, an'
all ye'll have done will be to have
knocked their one simple virtue down
'round their esrs."
"How many times do I have to tell
you I'm not going away?" demanded
the girl hotly. "Just watch me."
Again he shook bis head, and into
his eyes came a look of sudden pain.
"I reckon yell go," he said. "All good
things go. The birds quit when winter
comes an' the flowers go."
So, in an impersonal way, they kept
up their semblance of a duel and
mocked each other.

if

CHAPTER XVI.

In an office which overlooks the gray
stone courthouse in Louisville sat a
youngish man of somewhat engaging
countenance. In the small anteroom
of his sanctum was a young woman
who hammered industriously on a typewriter and told most of the. visitón
who called that Mr. Trevor was out
That was because most of those who
came bore about them the unmistakof creditors. Mr. Treable
vor's list of creditors would have made
as long a scroll as his list of business
activities.
Yet for all these cares Mr. Trevor
was Just now sitting with his tan
shoes propped on his broad desk, an4
bis face was untroubled. He was one
of these interesting gentlemen who
give a touch of color to tbe monotony
of humdrum Ufe. Mr. Trevor was a
soldier of fortune who sold not bis
sword, but the very keen and flexible
blade of his resourceful brain.
Young Milt Went Back to His House
Roger Malcolm of Philadelphia knew
In the Cold Mists of Dawn.
him only as the pleasant chance acBirds don't sing so sweet when ye quaintance of an evening spent In a
teaches 'em new tunes. To my ears New York club.
He had Impressed the Easterner as
the talk of down below Is bard an' unnatural. I don't like the ways nor the a most fascinating fellow who seemed
speech of the fiat countries. I'll have to have engaged In large enterprises
none of It Besides, I belongs here, an' here and there over the face of the
if I didn't talk like they do my people globe. So when Mr. Malcolm presentwouldn't trust me." He paused a mo- ed his card in the office anteroom the
ment, then added: "I'd hate to have young woman at the machine gave him
my people not trust me. So if ye don't one favoring glance and did not say
mind, I reckon I'll go on talkln' as I Mr. Trevor was out.
"So you are going to penetrate the
learnt to talk."
She nodded her head. "I see," she wilds of the Cumberlands, are you?"
said quietly.
Inquired Mr. Trevor in his pleasing
"What do ye aim to call this school?" voice, as he grasped his visitor's hand.
he asked suddenly.
"Tell me Just where you mean to go
."Why. I thought I'd call it the Hol- and I'll tell you how to do It with the
land school," she answered, and when least difficulty. The least difficult down
he shook his head and said "Don't do there is plenty."
It," she colored.
"My objective," replied Mr. Malcolm,
"I didn't mean to name It for my- "Is a place at tbe headwaters of a
self, of course," she explained. "I creek called Tribulation, some thirty
wanted to.call It after my grandfather. miles from a town called Peril."
He always wanted to do something for
"I know the places and their
education here in the Kentucky hills." names fit them. I'd offer to go with
"I didn't mean to find no fault with you, but I'm afraid I wouldn't prove a
the name of Holland," he told her benefit to you. I'm non grata with Bad
gravely. "That's as good a name as Anse Havey, Esquire, and Mr. Milton
any. But don't call it a school. Call McBrlar, who are the local dictators."
it a college."
Mr. Malcolm laughed.
"But," she demurred, "It's not going
"In passing," he said, "I dropped In
to be a college. It's Just a school."
to talk over the coal development
Again the boyish smile came to his proposition which you said would inyears
face and seemed to erase ten
terest me."
from his age. His manner of speech
Mr. Trevor reached into his desk
made her feel that they were sharing
and brought out several maps.
a secret
"The tentacles of the railroads are
"That don't make axy difference,"
there," he began
he assured her. "Mountain folks are reaching In here and
ease of mansuave
promoter's
with
the
I
touchy.
proud
an'
all mighty
which
enterprise
region
a
is
ner.
"It
shouldn't be astonished if some
afford to neglect, and
folks came to study the primer. can no longer
They'll come to college all right, but the best field of all is as yet virgin and
it wouldn't hardly be dignified to go to untouched."
"Why did you drop the enterprise
school. If you want to get 'em ye must
inquired his visitor.
yourself?"
college."
needs call it a
"I didn't have the capital to swing
Tbe girl looked at him again and
said in a softMrolce: "You are always It. Of course, If it interests you and
teaching me things I ought to know. your associates it can be put
through."
Thank you."
Malcolm nodded. "I am going priand
he
stood
as
left
her
Juanita
watched him striding down the slope. marily by way of making a visit," he
On his part he went back to his house said. "I meant to go before you roused
and found It suddenly dark and cheer my interest in your proposition, and it
occurred to me that I might combine
less and unsatisfying.
Into the soul of Bad Anse Havey had business with pleasure."
The promoter looked up with a shade
come a new element, and the prophet
which was in him could see a new of surprise.
"You have friends out there In that
menace; a necessity for curbing the
tangle?" he Inquired.
grip of this new dream which might
easily outgrow all his other dreams "God help them!"
and bring torture to his heart. Here
"A lady whom I have known for a
was a woman of fine fiber and delicate long while is establishing a school
culture In whose eyes he might at best there."
be an interesting barbarian. Between
With the mention of the lady Malthem lay all the Impassable barriers colm's voice took on an uncommunicathat quarantined the tangled coves of tive note, and Mr. Trevor at once
the mountains from the valleys of changed the topic to coal and timber.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
the rich lowlands. Between their lives
and viewpoints lay the same irreconcilable differences.
Solomon as Naturalist
And yet her Image was haunting him
There is an odd reluctance apon
as he went his way, and in his heart the part of many people to go to the'
was awakening an ache and a rap- ant, the water-bug- ,
the beetle and othture.
er "Invertebrate" or backbonelest
On several of her buildings now the creatures, to consider their ways and
hammers were busy shingling the be wise, bolomon was a learned natroofs. Her Influence grew and spread uralist of his day and perhaps the
among the simple folk to whom she first animal behaviorlst of all time.
was unostentatiously ministering an
Not alone ants and bees taught him
Influence with which tbe old order much, but all Insects, beasts of the
field and birds of the air contributed
must some day reckon.
Anse Havey set his face against
his wisdom. If Solomon were alive
crossing ber threshold with much the today, he would more than glory la
same resolution that UlyBses stuffed the domain of experimental research
his ears against the siren song and Into the behavior of the lower creayet with remarkable frequency they tures. He would no doubt write a
e
volume .si proverbs
climbed, at the same time from opposite directions and met by the poplar founded upon the learning abilities,
the memory and the behavior In gentree on the ridge.
"It's the wrong notion," he told hei eral of fleas, lice, flies, gnats and
obstinately, when her enthusiasm other Insects.'
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DRUGGISTS IN EVERY STATE RELY ON ADMIRAL DEVEY
THIS KIDNEY MEDICINE
For about nine year we have been
ing Dr. Kilmer'i Swamp-Roo- t
and it hat

We sell more of Dr. Kilmer'i
than any other two preparationa of
a
cuutom-erkind on the market, and our atore haa
utmost
ita
to
our
satisfaction
giren
according to the worda of praiite re- been aellini ft ever aince it came out.
ceived from those who have uaed it aid Thorn who lavé uaed it apeak In the high-ea- t
proved ita value. We are aatiafied that
terms of ita curative vaina, and if it
Swamp-Rohaa high curative value and waa not a medicine of merit our customer
we recommend it whenever we can.
would not continue to buy it and new
Very truly youra,
patrons ask for it.
Very truly youra,
BOYT & POWELSON Druggist,
JOHN PROBERT, EdT., Druggist,
J. K. Powelaon,
Erie, Colo.
June 30, 1910.
July 14, 1916.
Akron, Colo.
tell-

Prove What

Swamp-Roo-

Will Do For

Swamp-Ro- ot

t

You

Bend ten cents to Dr. Kilmer k Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a aample size bottle.
will convince anyone. Yon will also receive a booklet of valuable information,
telling about the kidneys and bladder. When writing, be sure and mention this paper.
t
aiss bottles for sals at all drag stores.
Regular
and

It

fifty-cen-

one-doll-

An Object of

Coal miners

Pity.

Mrs. Homer Our new cook can't
read a word of English.
Mrs. Neighbors What I Not even

10
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GIRLS! GIRLS! TRY IT,

DIGESTI
sour stomachs
-T-

Your hair becomes light, wavy, flatty, abundant and appears as soft, lustrous and beautiful as a young girl's
after a "Danderlne balr cleanse." Just
try this moisten a cloth with a little
Danderlne and carefully draw It
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time. This will cleanse
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive oil
and in just a few moments you have
doubled the beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at once,
Dandarlne dissolves every particle of
dandruff; cleanses, purifies and Invigorates the scalp, forever stopping Itching and falling heir.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
balr growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of it, surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderlne from ar atore
and Just try it Adv.
Books In Prison.
Prison literature has ninny fine productions to its credit in prose as well
as poetry. In his prison at Athens,
Socrates completed his great argument
for Immortality; in a Roman dungeon
Galileo made some of his grentest dls
coverlee. In his prison In Wartburg
castle Luther translated the New Test
anient into the German language. During his twelve years In Bedford Jail
Bunyan dreamed his Immortal dream
of the "Pilgrim's Progress." Sir Walter Raleigh wrote the fragmentary
history of the world to beguile the long
years of his imprisonment In the
Tower of London. Much of the New
Testament also Is prison literature.
Some of the finest of the epistles of
St. Paul were written during his Imprisonment at Rome, and the Book of
the Revelation of St. John was written while he was an exile on the Island
prison of Patmos. London Chronicle.
A Pertinent Query.
"Onnt you spare me a dime, mister?"
"Not today."
"I hain't had a bite since yesterday."
"Can't help it."
"Why can't yer do a little fer me?"
"I haven't any change."
"No change?"
"That's what I said."
"Den why ther dickens don't yer go
to work?" Boston Evening Trans-

cript
Might Get His.
"Oroess Flubdub won't apply for
country board next summer."
"Why not?"
"He was too prominent in the egg
boycott to take chances on getting Into
the clutches of a farmer on tho latter's
Courler-Journanative heath." Louisville
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There has been
No
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In the price of,

GrapeNuts
Nor
Any Decrease

In the
Size of Package
Or Quality

GAS

In five

minutes

ime Itl

"Really does" put bad stomachs in
order "really does" overcome indigestion, dyspepsia, gas, heartburn and
sourness in five minutes that just
that makes Pape's Diapepsin the largest selling stomach regulator in the
world. If what you eat ferments Into
stubborn lumps, you belch gas and
eructate sour, undigested food and
acid; head is dizzy and aches; breath
foul; tongue coated; your insldes filled
with bile and indigestible waste, remember the moment "Papa's Diapepsin" comes in contact with the stomach
all such distress vanishes. It's truly
astonishing almost marvelous, and
the Joy Is its harmlessness.
case of Pape's DiaA large fifty-cepepsin will give you a hundred dollars'
worth of satisfaction.
It's worth its weight in gold to men
and women who can't get their stomachs regulated. It belongs in your
home should always be kept handy
in case of sick, sour, upset stomach
during the day or at night. It's the
quickest, surest and most harmless
stomach doctor in the world. Adr.
The best Jokes told about a man are
those he never heard.
Smile on waih day'. That's when you nae
Red Croaa Bag Blue. Clothes whiter than
enow. All grocers. Adv.

Many a

would-b-

e

poker player made

a mistake In his calling.

FRUIT LAXATIVE
CHILD

F0RS1GK

"California Syrup of Figs" can't
harm tender stomach,
liver and bowels.
Every mother realizes, after giving
her children "California Syrup of
Figs" that this is their ideal laxative,
because they love Its pleasant taste
and it thoroughly cleanses the tender
little stomach, liver and bowels without griping.
When cross, Irritable, feverish, or
breath is bad, stomach sour, look at
the tongue, mother! If coated, give a
tea8Doonful of this harmless "fruit
laxative," and in a few hours all the
foul, constipated waste, sour bile and
undigested food passes out of the bow
els, and yon have a well, playful child
again. When its little system is full
of cold, throat sore, has stomach-ache- ,
diarrhoea, indigestion, colic remen
ber, a good "inside cleaning" should
always be the first treatment given,
Millions of mothers keep "California
Syrup of Figs" handy; they know a
teaspoonful today saves a sick child
tomprrow. Ask at the store for a
bottle of "California Syrup oi
Figs," which has directions for babies,
children of all ages and grown-up- s
printed on the bottle. Adr.
To Make Dirty Water Clean.
When we started for our trip to
Mt. Kilimanjaro I had told Jeremiah,
one of our African boys, to fix six
barrels with water and have It clean.
But when I opened the first barrel, It
was covered with soapsuds. I asked
the boy what was wrong with the water. He said: "Very clean water,
master. I put soap in every barrel tu
make It clean." So we drank soap
suds all the way. Peter MacQueen In
World Outlook.
Chip Off the Old Block.
"There goes a millionaire who brags
about his son to everybody who will
listen."
"Evidently the young fellow Is not
like the uverage heir to great wealth."
"No, Indeed. The old gentleman wa
trimmed In the stock market last week
and when he discovered that hls owi
son had turned the trick he was thi
proudest man In the United States."
Didn't Need

It

The, farm hands were taking turm
at the Dumo for their morning wash
All scrubbed off except the new man.
"Joe," said the boss, "aren't you going to wash up this morning?"
"Shucks!" was the reply. "It don't
make me dirty to sleep." Pathfinder.
Arduous Work.

The heart soon becomes

Of

the Food.

WORLD'8 RANKING NAVAL OFFI.
CER 8UCCUMB8 AT WASHING-

WOMEN

HAD ROMANTIC

AND

.

W0RKER8 REPORTED BLOWN

wm

TO ATOMS.

CAREER OEATHTOLL OF

TOOK PART IN CIVIL WAR UNDER
FAR RAGUT ASKED TO RUN

members you should know if you desire to
;
enjoy life.
the reliable
1. The popular liquid form of Peruna
tonic of the American boneehold, with a loo history of auoceaa la
ditBcultie.
all
catarrhal
treaüof
2. The tablet form, which is made after the samo
formulary and ii more coorvolent tor many.
3. Manalin. toe ideal laxative, by the regular use oi

MUNITION

GIRL

TEN

KILLED
BY

FOR PRESIDENT.

AND

50

TWENTY

EXPLOSION.

PRUSSIAN

which constipation may tie overcome ana
natural act too restored. MasaUa haa DO
habit tanning drug, but Is an aid to nature.
So many
Yeur druttnifttbaa alnhree.
theoeanda have received beoefll from the
they
that
uae a( one or bath those remedies
are a racofnuutd part of the equipment of
every careful household.
Uemkae, OUa
TU rUUlU COHFANI

60

OR

IN

CURES THE SICK

much gayety. Pleasure-seekin- g
very laborious occupation.

And prevent others having- the dlsenae no matter how
expoaed. 50 eeata um4 SI
bottle, as and 9 10 a aloaeai
bottle. All food druggist and turf good houaea.
-

London, Jan. 23. The death roll of
Friday night's explosion Is now between fifty and sixty, according to
Lloyd's Weekly News. In ten hospitals on Saturday twenty-onpersons ' died, and there were 112 patients receiving treatment, the weekly adds. In addition, 2C5 persons suffering from lighter injuries were
treated. There Is no evidence that
the explosion was other than the result of a fire, such as that to which
any factory Is subject. The central
point of the volcanolike upheaval was
In the heart of the working district
of a suburban town. At 6:45 p. m. a
and even kept Its existence a secret series of explosions suddenly transformed the works into a fiery furnace, and great masses of burning
liquid and timber and red hot iron
were hurled high In the air.
U
Mingled with the deafening crash
of beams and girders were cries from
the working people. An adjoining
flour mill, In which women and girls
were employed, was engulfed.
An official announcement in regard
to the explosion was given out:
"The explosion appears to have Involved practically all the explosives
In the factory, which was Itself
destroyed. Fires were caused
In neighboring warehouses
and facf
tories, one of the largest of which was
an important flour mill. The explosion was felt for a great distance.
"Three rows of small houses In the
Immediate neighborhood were practically demolished and considerable
damage was occasioned to other property.".
DEWEY,
ADMIRAL GEORGE
"What was yesterday a busy suburfrom most of his intimate friends. ban borough," says the Press AssociaLast Wednesday he was at bis office tion, "looks today as though it had
apparently hale and hearty. The next been bombarded by a mighty fleet of
day he collapsed as he was preparing Zeppelins."
to leave the house, and the beginning
The Woolwich arsenal is situated
of the end was at hand.
on the south bank of the Thames, and
Mrs. Dewey and the admiral's' only even before the war was considered
son, George, were at the bedside. They one of the most imposing establishhad known there was no hope.
ments In existence for the manufacThe body will be burled at Ar- ture of materials of war.
lington National Cemetery on the VirThe arsenal proper covers an area
ginia shore of the Potomae river, of about 1,285 acres, but a considerwhere many of Admiral Dewey's for- able territory around the central
mer comrades have been laid to rest plant has been dotted with numberbefore him.
less workshops.
The admiral died at 6:56 o'clock.
It is understood that 67,000 male
President Wilson and Secretary Dan- and female workers are employed in
iels were notified at once and the the arsenal proper while the factories
news was flashed by wireless to in the neighborhood employ an addiAmerican naval vessels and stations tional 30,000 hands, mostly women.
all over the world. The message carTen persons were killed and twenried orders that all flags be
ty injured by an explosion in a munitions laboratory at Spandau, Prussia,
When news of the Admiral's death according to a Berlin dispatch forwas received at the White House, warded to Reuters, via Amsterdam.
President Wilton authorized the folDenver Stock 8how Best In Years.
lowing statement:
Denver. The eleventh annual Na"In expressing his grief at the deaul
of Admiral Dewey the President said tional Western Stock show opened its
the whole nation will mourn the loss doors on the 20th, and, after looking
of its most distinguished naval offi- over the exhibit, the Judges and excer; a man who has been as faithful, perts in charge declared It the greatas intelligent and as successful in the est stock show ever, held west of Chiperformance of his responsible duties cago.
in time of peace as he was gallant and
Recruits South In Mexico.
successful in time of war. It is just
City. An energetic recruitMexico
such men that gives the service dising campaign for the constitutionalist
in
pride
a
just
nation
the
tinction and
army has been started here.
those who serve it."
Won Great Naval Battle.
REPORT GERMAN RAIDER SUNK
Admiral George Dewey, "Hero of
Manila Bay," fought and won the first
Allied Ships
great American naval battle against a Had Caught Twenty-fou- r
Atlantic
Waters.
In
1812.
South
foreign foe since the war of
His whole Ufe was full of honorable
Pernambuco, Jan. 23. The German
achievement, from the days of the commerce raider, believed to be the
Civil War down to the time when, as Viñeta, which has wrought havoc with
the head of the General Board, he be- allied shipping In the last few weeks
gan the last chapter of his work by in the south Atlantic, particularly off
laying plans for the defense of his the Brazilian coast, has been sunk by
country in time of war. His life was a the British cruiser Glasgow, 130 miles
striking exemplification of the possi- off Para, according to a generally acbilities of a career based upon the ex- cepted report received from Para Sunact and Intelligent performance of ev- day.
ery routine duty which molds a man
Altho the report is not officially
on Inflexible Unes of duty and honor. confirmed, previous reports of the
George Dewey was born in the raider's position caased the news to
shadow of Vermont's state capítol at be regarded as authentic.
on the day following
Montpelier,
The German raider is reported to
Christmas in 1837.
allied
have captured twenty-fou- r
Contrary to Spanish expectations, ships, twelve of which it sunk, during
Dewey sailed into Manila bay on the Its operations in south Atlantic wa
night of April 30 and In the morning ters.
of the next day he annihilated Admiral Montojo's squadron, destroying
Germans Take Rumanian City.
eleven warships and capturing all
Berlin. The town of Nanestl, in
other vessels and all the land batteries Rumania on the Sereth, was taken by
without the loss of a man on ine German troops, It is announced offie

'v Al

com-pletl- y

half-maste-

In Farragut's Historic Dash.
At the outbreak of the Civil War
Dewey was 23 years old. He was commissioned a lieutenant, and guided the
Mississippi as its executive officer in
Farragut's historic dash past New Orleans and Its forts. He was not so
successful at Port Hudson. Farragut
won through, but Dewey and the Mis

slsslppi ran aground under the guns
of the forts. The ship was set on fire
tired of and during the transfer of the crew
is a under fire, the young offcler "Hved
five years In an hour."

Distemper

Stop to all

PLANT.

Waatarn Newspaper Cnlea News Service.

Dewey, the natloa's Spanish war hero,
and by priority of grade the ranking
naval officer of the world, died at his
home here Tuesday night In his eightieth year. He had sot been conscious
since Monday, wkes he lapsed into
coma, still believing that in a .few
days he would be back at his desk in
the Navy Department
A general breakdown accompanied
by arterio sclerosis incident to old
age, was the cause of death. The disease had been gradually spreading Its
bold upon the powerful body for a
year and a half, but the admiral, proud
ef his physical vigor had fought it off,

American side.
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tas three

IN LONDON BLAST

TON AFTER WEEK'S ILLNESS.

Waatarn Newapaper Ualoa Nawa Service.
Washington, Jan. 17. Admiral

BEAUTIFY YOUR HAIR 'Tape's Diapepsin" cures sick,
Make K Thick, Glossy, Wavy, Luxuriant and Remove Dandruff Real
8urprlse for You.w

DIES OF OLD AGE

í&BnÚ

.1

per cent Increase In pay.

BIDS DYSPEPSIA,

the bargain advertlstmcnta?

HOMES BURIED

srom

Youth Killed In jsnowsllde.
De Beque. Jacob Robinsor. 20, was
killed In a snowsllde twenty mlls
north of here. His father, B. W. Robinson, buried In the slide, escaped
with slight injuries.

i.

A.

A bad boy noldom Inherits his badOne out of four Australians has a
ness from his father. The old mun ussubstantial bank account.
ually hang on to all he has.
ACTRESS TELLS SECRET.
AsK for and Get
A well known actreae gives the follow
ing recipe for gray hair: To half pint of
water add 1 oi. Bay Rum, a small box of
Barbe Compound, and 14 oa. of glycerine.
Any drugglat can put thia up or you can
mix It at home at very little cost Full
THE HIGHEST QUAUTY
directions for making; and uae come In
It will
each box of Barbo Compound.
gradually darken streaked, faded gray
hair, and make It soft and glossy, it will
not color the scalp, la not atlcky or
keif Book free
36
greaay, and does not rub off. Adv.

SPAGHETTI

India has

24.50ri.000

acres In cotton.

TO LIVE LONG!

A reciñe eiven bv a famous nhvsician
for long life was : " Keep the kidneys in
good order I Try to eliminate thru the
skin and intestines the poisons that
otherwise clog the kidneys. Avoid eat
ing meat as much as possible; avoid too
much salt, alcohol, tea. Try a milk and
vegetable diet. Drink plenty of water,
and exercise so you sweat the skin
helps to eliminate the toxio poisons

and una acid."
For those past middle life, for those

easily recognized symptoms of inflam
mation, as backache, scalding "water,"
or if urio acid in the blood has caused
rheumatism, " rusty " joints, stiff nees,
get Amine at the drug store. Tins is a
wonderful eliminator of nrio acid and
was discovered by Dr.Pierce of Invalids'
Hotel. Buffalo. N. Y. If vour drnsreist
doee not keep it send 10 cents to Dr.
Pierce for trial package and you will
find that it is many times more potent
than lithia and that it dissolves urio
acid as hot water does sugar.

SKINNER MFG. CO, OMAHA.
UMQtSI HAXAJOSI WtTOKT

IN

UJA

aMIMCA

a remedy
for every womanly aliment,
as Dr. Pierce's Favorite
Prescription. It's ilia only
medicine for women certain
In Its effects.
"Favorite Prescription" Is
j an invigorating, restorative
V
tonic, a sooinlns and
strengthening nervino, and
a complete cure lor an ine
u I Jl i ul uI
urianKriuouwi.
painful disorders, and
weaknesses peculiar
the sex.
For young girls Junt
i
4 entering womanhood : for
women at mo critical time;
nursing mothers; and every woman who
"
tired or overworked -- It
Is
is a special, safe, and certain help.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pelleta regulate
and Invigorate stomach, liver and Ixjwela,
tiny granules, easy to take
as candy.
How to preserve health and beauty la
told in Doctor Pierce's Common Sense
Medical Adviser. It Is free. Send Dr.
Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y., four dimes, or
stamps, to cover wrapping and mailing.
NOTHINO STANDS AS HIQH. as

t

i

i

J
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"run-down,-

Uugar-coate-

One lighted gus Jet consumes as
Mrs. Cynthia Wcstover Alden Is the
much oxygen us five adult persons.
oldest newspaper woman In the United

States.
FOR PIMPLY FACES

Important to Mothers
Examine carefully every bottle of
Cutlcura Is Best Samples Free by
CASTOHIA, that famous old remedy
Mall to Anyone Anywhere.
for Infants and children, and see that it
. a"Bears the
An easy, speedy way to remove pim
ples und blackheads. Smear the affectBignature oí (jLtJffl&ZiZwt
ed surfaces with Cutlcura Ointment.
In Use for Over 30 Tears.
Wash off In five minutes with Cutlcura Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Soap and hot water, bathing some min
utes. Kepent night and morning. No
Getting Her Own Back.
better toilet preparations exist
"So the lawyers got about all of the
Free sample each by mall with Book. estate. Did Edith get anything?"
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
"Oh, yes; she got one of the law

-

Boston.

Sold everywhere.

Adv.

yers."

Of tho 38,107,3.10 gainfully occupied
persons in the United States, 8,075,-77or 21.1 per cent, are women.

For restaurant use cups and saucers
can be stneked for safe currying
have been designed.

that

Tho Quinine That Docs Not
Causo Nervousness or
Ringing in Hcnü
Because of it9 Tonic and Laxative
QUININE can be taken by anyone
or ringing in the head. It removes
Headache. Used whenever Quinine

effect, LAXATIVE BROMO
without causing nervousness
the cause of Colds, Crip and
is needed.

hut remember there is Only

O no

"iromo Quinine"
That is tho Original

Laxative iromo Quinine
This Signature on Every Box
(

Ihm

WorH

Cur m Ooid
lit Onm O av.
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Canadian Farmer
Profit From Wheat
The war's devastation of
European crops has caused
an unusual demand for grain
from the American Continent The people of the world must
be fed and wheat near $2 a bushel
offers great profits to the farmer.
Canada's invitation is therefore

especially attractive. She wants
settlers to make money and happy,

cially.

Order for Guards to Quit Border.
Washington. Immediate withdrawal of "a substantial number" of na
tional guardsmen from the border has
been ordered by the War Department,
and Gen. Funston now is selecting the
units to be sent home.

MBDICAL. CO.,

Chemlata aad BaeterMaorlata, Goahea. laaU V.

prosperous homes for themselves by
helping her raiae immenae wheat cropa.
Yon can get a Homestead of 160 acres FREE

and other Unda at remarkably low pricee. During many
yeara Canadian wheat fielda have averaged 20 buahela to
the acre many yielda aa high aa 45 buahela to the acre.
Wonderful cropa klao of Oata, Barley and Flax.
Mixed farming aa profitable an industry aa grain raiting The excellent graeeee full of nutrition are the only
food required for beef or dairy purpoaea. Good achoola.
cnurrnes, market convenient, climate excellent.
MllltrT Mrvloeia not ootnpulsory In Canada, btit there la
an axtra demand for farm labor to raplae tha many young
men wno naya voinntaerea lor in war. Tba Govern weni
la nrging farmer! to not extra acreage Into grain. Writs
literature and particular! aa to reduoed railway ratea to
2or
lupi. ot Immigration, Ottawa, Uanada, or

W. V. BENNETT
BldgH Omaha. Neb.

i. Be
Canadian

Room

Government Agent

THE

Hay and Corn For Sale

The Spanish American
--

lAcauirn.

Itlt.

I have a quantity of baled cane
hay, also shelled corn for Sale
Farm east of
at my Locust-Hi- ll
Pleasant View School House.
R. W. Boulware.

IRVIN OGDEN, SP.
EDITOR AND fUBUSHKR
SaatcriatiM

Entred ai

$1.50r

second-clas-

s

Tm

matter

PANISM-AMERtCA-

Spring Goods
are now arriving

When a Bank's a Bank

.

atthe

K. trouse has purchased a
acre farm from Mr. Montoya
The entire editorial and man adjoining his home farm near
aging force of the Santa Fe New Mills.
Mexican has been indicted several times each by the Grand Jury
$100,000.00 to Loan
of Socorro county on charges of
at 9 percent
of Criminal Libel, presumably
growing out of tihe exposures We have the above amount of
made by them in the recent cam money to loan on farms on this
mesa. 9 percent lpercent com
'
paign.
The New Mexican greets the mission- - no inspection fees.
attempt at suppression with a Inspector will be here in about
laugh and is ready to fight it in 30 days. File applications now.

poatofilce in Roy, New Mexico.

The word "Bank" does not make
a bank and is often mislesding.
It requires time, energy close
attention to business and ripe
experience in banking to make
a bank; We claim all the essentials
necessary to make our business
that of banking, and tender our
patrons a service thoroughly
seasoned by years of experience.

5.

120

We received this week. One Hundred pieces of

,

F&ncy Dress Ginghams
in large variety and latest patterns

;

'

The price is seventeen and half cents per yard

,

the open as it has done the issues J. L. HAYES Real Estate Co.
of the campaign. It must be a
feeling worth having to know Offiice with F. II. Foster, U.S.

15

that you have done your duty, as Commissoner, ROY, N. M.
they have done, and that you are Coal at $7.25 per ton has decidable to meet the persecution that ed us
that we don't want any

it brought you without the spectre
of financial disaster and poverty
hovering over you.
The New Mexican has fulfilled
its mission in the past of shining
the bright light of publicity into
dark places in New Mexico and
it is not the fault of that paper
that there was rottoness there to
be exposed. The blame for the

more 'winter. Spring may come
now as soon as it possibly can.

Miss

Laura Whiteman and her

Roy Trust and
Savings Bank

But we will sell them up to January 31st. at

cents per yard

After that date the price will be 17 half cents per yd.

Total Resources,

$125,000.00

Take advantage of this sale

sister, Mrs. P, Gimson." came
down from Cimarron Monday
with friends in an auto to visit
at the parental Whiteman home
Come to our Store and make yourself at home.
on the ranch. Laura remained
conditious theyhave exposed lies and the others returned home
with these who- try to suppress Tuesday. They report more snow
the newspapers and retard civili- there than here.
zation for their own distorted and
vicious ideas of personal gain.
That was our mistake getting
We expect to see this attempt Brown & Pendleton's news item
at persecution of the New Mexi in with the Solano news last week
can prove a boomerang and land The Solano correspondent resents
back on the heads of those who it but forgives it as a mistake
started it. The public sentiment with the admonition "Don't do
they so much feared has been a it again."
roused and it will not stop till
No Rest for Mamma.
such methods are forever dis- Hows This?
At bedtime comes and curtains fall,
Born,
to
Mr.
and
they
as
here
credited
are else
'Mrs. Ed. my Irksome cares seem put to rout, as, Wa offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case
that cannot be
Guthman, at Dawson, a baby worn and weary into bed I crawl, from cured by Hall'sof Catarrh
where in all civilization.
Catarrh Medicine.
Hall's Catarrh Medicine has been taken
my household duties tired out. But, as
The resort to violence through girl, Jan. 21st.
by catarrh sufferers for the past
e
snug between the sheets I lie, and
years, and has become known as the
legislation or the Courts or by
heavy lids have
to wink from most reliable remedy for Catarrh. Hall's
Bud Farmer, of Springer was baby's crib there ceased
Catarrh Medicine acts thru the Blood on
prostituting any of the other macomes a cry. "Mamn
the Mucous surfaces, expelling the
ma,
visiting
please det me a dwink."
friends in Roy Thurschinery of government is just as
from the Blood and healing the diseased portions.
criminal as the resort to physical day.
After you have taken Hall's Catarrh
Medicine for a short time you will see a
violence and deserves the same
Pineapple
great Improvement In your general
Daily Thought.
health. Start taking Hell's Catarrh Medipunishment. If mob violence is Many delight more in giving of prescine at once and get rid of catarrh. Send
For
for testimonials, free.
ever warranted it is when men ents than in paying off debts. Sir
P. J. CHENEY ft CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Few people realize as they enjoy" the
attempt to use the making and Philin Sydney.
Sold by all Druggists. 76c.
luscious pineapple that In Its Juica
has provided a valuable mediCatarrh Cannot Be Cured Nature
administration of laws for the
Chemically the Juite of fresh
LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cine.
Natural Gift.
accomplishment of unworthy pur with
pineapple
is similar to certain digescannot reach the seat of the disease.
Now comes, somebody telling us
Is a local disease, greatly In- - tive ferments which nature manufac- in
poses. When the people fully Catarrh
tures
in the stomach and utilizes
nueucea oy constitutional conditions, and
that debates should be eliminated from
in order to cure it you must take an the digestion, and in cases of Indigesappreciate the wrong done them Internal
female colleges. Oh, let 'em alone.
tion, heartburn, naus;n, as, belchlna;,
remedy. Hall'a Catarrh Medisick headache and similar distress,
is taken internally and acts thru
It is a natural gift, as men know who
in this way they will arise to the cine
pineapple Juice, mixed with pepsin
tlifl blood on the mucous

No Combination

of Reading Like It
and

Floersheim
M ere. Co,

-

N.M.

ROY,

Au

The Youtli's Companioa

52

bausa cf
IHEWUfS

52 ISSUES
The favorite family weekly of America.
12 Great Serial! or Groups in )17. and
250 Short Stories, a thousand Articles
and Suggestion, a thousand Funny-unSyecial Page iur all ages.

COMPANION

leBestTwo
foráiheñwilu'f.Tmlu 2

"The One Price Store''

r?
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McCaB's Magazine
afCALLS MACAZINB
i 15' Dress Pattern

12 ISSUES AND A DRESS PATTERN
The Fashion AUTHORITY Mowed
by millions of American women. You
will Ret the 12 nio.nhly issues of
McCah's. making not merely a "department" tut a ir.ikiui magazine
every month oí 1U17.

rree

d

thirty-fiv-

0,4r) U
Itnmi ofwtinT P. MmrjvUvh
tU lM.Jpt..ll:Kr,
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Pol-so-

i

Ibis CiM ;MftH old gel
YOUTH'S COMPANION for 52 weeks, r.nd the
Hor.e Calendar.
S
Oífr ia t'i tvrw Yfiulrt'i: Cnmnainn
or!'' )
McCALL'S MAGAZINE rvcry north fcr one year; also choice of any
McCalt Dress Pattern M KR iar 2 s
extia
cavtr nmihnr.
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Indigestion

defense of the principles their
forefathers fought to win for
them, and enforce political decency and honesty in all parties.
When the Ballot is made an ineffective weapon of defense it is
their right to resort to weapons
that have not been "Spiked."

of the
system. Hall's Catarrh surfaces
Medicine was
prescribed by one of the best physicians
In this country for years. It Is composed of some of the best tonics known,
combined with some of the best blood
purifiers. The perfect combination of
the ingredients In Hall's Catarrh Medicine is what produces such wonderful
results in catarrhal conditions. Send for
testimonials, freí.
co- - Props., Toledo, O.
Fa "i. r,IEN.EY
Drufffilsts, 75c.
Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
Seek Aid From Books.

There is a growing tendency In mod
ern biiHinens to make the utmost uso
The California Legislature as cf reference books
and authoritative
reported by the Sacrimento Bee, publications. This attitude is not onlv
Shows the influence of Hiram reflected by the management of large
organizations, but even among the
Johnson, their Progressive Gov- men
themselves, who look to books
ernor.
and periodicals to aid them in their
New Mexico, has the same re- work. Many of the more progressive
form coming to her and Progres- manufacturing firms , have installed
reference libraries in charge of skilled
sive, Republican or Democrat librariuns for the use of their staff.
who brings it will deserve and

receive the gratitude of all the
people.
Sacramento Bee

,

The legislature of 1917 convened a few days ago.
The legislators were not drunk.'
Senators and assemblymen did
not ride to Sacramento on Southern Pacific passes.
San Francisco lobbyists were
not on hand.
None of the degrading ear
marks of old time legislatures
such as those before the days of
Gov. Hiram W Johnson, were
present to prove the law making
body in session. It was a decent
orderly gathering of intelligent
men, assembled to carry out to
more or less extent the wishes of
the people instead of the will of
the bosses.
Had Governor Johnson never
passed any of his great reform
measures, never rid the state institutions of graft nor modified
state finance3aIongbusiness lines
h3 name would be blessed if for
nothing else than rejuvenation

of the legislature.

and certain other Ingredients, forms
a wonderfully effective substituto for
these materials.
of pineA sclontllic combination
apple Juice, pepsin and other mediput
up
cines is
under the name of
NATOL PINEAPPLE
PEPSIN COMPOUND and Is one of the finest things
stomach
for
disorders. Th3 first dose
brings relief. A fine appetite then
proves beyond question that the stomach is once more in excellent condition. Any leading drug store will
give you a guarantee of prompt relief and benefit or money back. Oct
a 60c or $1.00 bottle of fc ATOL PINEAPPLE PEPSIN COMPOUND today at

With many people taking cold is a
habit, but fortunetely one that is easily broken. Take a cold sponge bath
every morning when you first get out
of bed not ice cold, but a temperature
of about 90 F. Also sleep with "your
window up. Do this and you will
cold. When you do take cold
take Chamberlain's Cough Itemedy and
get rid of it as quickly as possible.
Obtainabk'Jevery where.

Photographs
o

All Sizes
Latest Finishes
Call and see our complete line" of

faultless Folders"
We have any size you may want
SATIFACTION.
.

GUANTEED

at the

'

LAFAYETTE
STUDIO
Zoe and L. E.
Roy, N. M.

Deubler.
Photographers.

W St..

BOSTON. MASSACHUSETTS
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(84) Styles

of "Rangnf" Bicycles, shown In full color In our hie new Cntnloirne jmt off thejiress. There
(8) others, nlso. shown at prices rimming from 9H,7B, 913.75, $15.7 B
are eitrhty-thre- e
up. There is a IHEAB Bicycle for a vary rider, at a price mude Mssibl; only by our
antes plan.
KSfl tUCÍKSY hat write TODAYfor this new Catnlooue of "Rnnirer" felcycles.
CCKn
Tires nud Sundries at price so l"io then willattmiWh vmi. Alio,
WiCilU luw
full particulars of our sreat new offer to deliver to you all chttrftrs vrtixtid your choice of nny
of the 94 kindsof "RANGER" Bicycles you may select, for ONU MOM'tll'S Í'fíí-.'L- ' THIA L.
This wonderful offer is amoiufeii oaiulne. No one criticises your choice if it's a "Ranger" Iba
most popular, largest selling Bicycle mi Uie country.
with Coaster-BrakeInner Tubes. FTiv- iric Linhhnu (uMn. nil the ncu rsi ide.-i-s
In Bicycle equipment and Sundries," ns well as the Repair Parts and Combination Offeis for
refitting- - your oíd Bicycle all shown tuny Illustrated, at HALitr LtiUAh FKlUhX. Our new
Catalogue is the largest ever issued by any Bicycle concern. Even if you do not need n ne-Bicycle now, or Repair Parts, Tires, etc. , for your old Bicycle, you aeed this Catalogue to tell yon
the prices you should pay when you do'buy.
RCISTG
fJ!? SUlFEfi We want a Rider Acrcnt in every neighborhood to ride
BíftCD MUCTi
I
ifMtilCU and exhibit the new 'HANGER." You can select the
liibk.il
particular style suited to your own needs. Boys and young men in all parts of the country are
riding "Rangers" and taking orders from theirfriends. They make a good commission on every
ale and so can you. Our great output, perfected methods and mathinei y enable us lo sell
"quality" Bicycles at prices below all competitors.
Our big, new Cauilomm nlso gives l.ir,Te
MOTORCYCLE AND AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES.
apace to these lines at Jowest prices. Thousands of our "llicycle" customers of a generation ago
are now buying their "Auto" Suudries of us, because they know "Mead" quality and prices are
always right.
YKITE US TODA Y. Do not nVlny. A postal request at a cost of one cut will bring you the
big caUHogue. JJU NUT ÜUX until you get il uud our wonderful new oilers mid prices.

llaEal

Mosquero NM..
thiá store on

Monday, Feb. 5th, '17
With a new and complete stock of

General Merchandise
Hardware, Fbur an-- Foe'l ÍÍ:., Grain Coal etc.
In solielliiijra üiarcof you? iia!ior.:i;ra it will fce
by
oarienucavci to merit that

alsD

I

I have some good corn in the
shock also good cane hay baled
for sale at my farm 10 miles east
and 2 miles north of Roy.
Hal Warner, Roy N. M. T2pd.

Having purchased the KINGSBURY Stock
' .
ted in the Fuller Building at

re-op-

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION. St.

Corn

Announcement

We will
THE HABIT OF TAKING COLD.

have married noncollege girls.
ton Post.
-

17

1THE

Juice

l

TI!.S,L!S,0ui!MMh3d3
f

J.

d

L. MEAD CYCLE CO.

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

Reasonable Prices

Courteous Treatment,

High Quality Merchandise
One Price to All

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
The Roy Drug Store

10 day Special Sale

'

sale the entine Kingsbury Stock of
Dry Goods Clothin.? and Underwear, also broken lots
of Shoes Groceries and msny other Hems'.
These goods were purchased before the advances
and consist mostly of staple ,goods priced at figures
which are siire to move them,
We will be pleased to have you call and see us and
get acquainted whether you desire to purchase or

We will place on

v

not.
,

Wilson Go

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and

'

Patent Medicines
J

'

"

Perodicals and Stationery

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

XT.

I

A'

1

M

THE

LOCAL

301

"Q KEQ PROTESTS!"!

3rc

HOC

30C

ROY,

Mer-wi- n,

looked after Margaret Baker who was
on her way to her classroom humming
a little tune, jingling her keys and
thinking, "Billy's a pill. He's the kind
that thinks that the meanest, scrawniest, stupidest man la the world Is better than the finest woman ever made."
"She looks' palo," Billy continued to
himself. "Not enough sleep. Her Idea
of living Is to work for enough money
to buy satins and slippers so she can
go to a dance every night weekdays
and spend Saturdays in a beauty parlor. Not that she needs It," he added
grudgingly.
"She's the prettiest girl

automobile.
Mel v in Bros.
Mills, N. Mex.

W2 Pd.
T. A. Smith,

the drayman, has

CANDY

To clean up the remaining Winter Stock we
will sell the best of the
Seasons Goods at reduced Prces

House and Lot for Sale
two room house, Lot 50x
feet, good location down

Good
42

town.
Auaslacio Esquibel, Roy N. M.

Shoes,

A dish of china or glass whizzed past
Ms head and smashed on the bricks
below. But the contents, something
warm and gluey, was clinging like a
besetting sin to Billy's coat, trousers
.
and shoes.
"Well, I'll be darned!" Mid Billy
furiously. "What on earth do they
leave their meals outsldo for to ruin

ed.
The Roy Business Men's Association will hold a Good Roads
Meeting at the. Community Hall
next week. No County talk al'
lowed.
We congratulate the young
people of the Roy Schools on the
notice they are' receiving from

the Press of the State over their
contest for the prize efcsay on the
subject of the Ballot. It is worth
while to do things like this and it
is not unpleasant to know that
your efforts are appreciated and
publicity commended.

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
- Jan.17, 1917, -v
Notice is hereby given that Edwin
P. Ivev, hir by a wi'l to the esüit'J of

l,

un.' deceased; oí Uoy
N. M. who, on.A'.irA"), l'.12, rnaij
:
SW - k See. 12 .V
No. 01

Lynn

Titers tip

I!--

1 1

hm-yr--

Wi-Ni- 3;

l.i'V..

f

Ü0N..

.

ling. foK. N. M. !'. M"Hdi;m bos i; I'd
notiee of inViií 'on to ro.lij Lii
proof to es;ai': ill ri.iim m t lie
land above described, before P. II. Poster U. S. Commissioner, at Roy, New
on Mar. 14 I'.HV.
w--

Claimant names as witnesses:
T, O. Súoíi
G. M. Tower
All

S. I!, Tow
'

of

other people's clothes T That's the
same bunch that walks the buby all
night. I think this Is a pretty good
time to tell them what I think of them.
I'll go right up as I am and make them
'
help me clean it off."
Dripping gelatine, he knocked imperatively on the door above, through
which Infantile wails were coming,
and almost instantly It opened.
"I would like you to see the damnge
your" He got no further. "Mar-M- iss
Baker!" he exclaimed. "I didn't
know you' lived here.' I came up to
tell you that something fell off your
"
back potch and "
"My gelaUne!" cried Margaret in
dismay, shifting the crying baby from
one shoulder to the other. "I made
thut gelatine myself and put It there
to harden. ..And I'm not half us sorry
about your clothes as I am for poor
Mrs. Dooguu. But If you will come iu,
I'll try to g?t It off."
In a few minutes the crying stopped
nnd Margaret came in with n basin
of warm water and a cloth.
He caught her hand. "Do you think
I'm actually going to let you wash me

it

Minnie Ciiner

Hoy N. M.

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
'
'
';.

orrr

Margaret was silent.
"Say, Miss Baker, whose baby
that?"

13

"Mrs. Doogan's."
"Who is Mrs. Doogan?"
"Tommy Is in my room at school,
lie's staying here now while his moth
er is sick. He's in my bed uslecp."
"How did you find out about his

mother?"
"Don't you remember, the truant of
ficer told us about Tommy couldn't
come?
'Mother sick, father out of
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
work' was the report."
"Ves, I remember now.
Never
Department of the Interior, U.S. Land
thought
of it again."
New
M:xi"i.
Office at Clayton,
"So I bring Tommy and the baby
'here, after school and do what I cui for
1:
l.y
Noli.vw
the others In the mornings."
w o
r.
iv'.

':.'.

1

Leybu of
Sep!-

(.i ''';
!

-

.

vii. i:,

l!

013.VV.

350 lbs.
Quality line of Sweets
that have the "Smack"
,

Assorted Fudge, Chocolates, Bitter Sweets,

Gloves,

Mounds,

s,

Jf

J, Frank

25 to '35c.

(SEAL)

Family

m

15 c. to 25c a can

$4.00

non

--

i

I may as well tell 'you now as have It
burn a hole In my brain. I love you,
Margaret I I never knew It was In me
. NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
to adore anyone as I do you. That's
all. I had to say it. Piense forgive
In the District Court, No. 2431.
me ; I know how you despise me. Now
.
STATE OF NEW MEXICO )
get the baby and I'll go."
)ss.
But outside the door with his squirm)
County of Mora
ing burden he heard his name called
softly.
"Billy

1" came through the keyhole
Floersheim Mercantile Co Plaintiff,
faintly. "Oh, Billy 1"
vs
"Ves?" he turned as though to go
Abelino Trujillo,
Defendant,
back.

:

S.

'.--:

.

UN.
Twp:
In is
Meridian

M,:.
)''!.!

Vk-

In

.

V.:,-.i:K,-

M

''

,

:'---

J

Vi
-

Dated this 8th day of January

J.

B, LliSK, Roy New Mexico

Attorney fur Plaintiff

Xisaufj.
THE MEYERS CO. INC.
w

General Distributors
Albuaueraue. Nrw Mexico

Pi:dko A. Ortkga
Dist.. Court Clerk.

0

9

m

THE HOME RESTAURANT
Roy, Ntw Mexico
Short Orders
Re&ular Meals

J.F.

To Trade

light-hearte- d

E. WÍLDMAN

Real Estate, Loans
and Insurance
Surety Bonds

2--

LONG-DISTANC-

owner can be seen personally.

C. U.

Stronu,

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
Exchange,5
ServiceEfficient
City
Roy
nected.
Rural-Communi-

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

J. Taylor, jr.. Absitaoto

Mora, New Mexico
Complete' Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

ty

:

Tom

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

PHONE at Springer.

E

County Treasurer

'

Titles to Lands . in the Mora Grant are being '
.
.straightened out and we are also prepared..
'
to furnish Abstraéts on these Lands.
,

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
All Mutters entrusted to an dispatched with Promvtnesi and Accuracy
Your Business HcspectfuJljr Solicited

N. Mex

1!H7.

co-.n-

Connects with

best results mail your
to Lafayette Studio.
Roy, New Mexico.

ROY,

YJ2

-- .

fcOY, N. M.

Obtainable everywhere.

First Saturday of
each Month, at the
V ORLE Y
FEED YARD

!

Office and Exchange,

o

many bottles
of Chamberlain's Cough Uemedy and
every time it has cured me. I have
found it most effectual for a hacking
cough and for colds. After taking it
a cough always disappears," writes J.
S. Moore, Lost Val!ey, Ga.

Sale & Trade
Day

i.'i-- r.

Prop's

"I have taken a great

For

I

Gils trap-Bro's-

BAD HABITS.

The said defendant, Abelino Trujillo
is hereby notified that a suit to Quiet films
Title has been commenced against you
in the.District Court for the Ceunty of
The Slum government savings bank Mor, State of New Mexico, by said
has 1,380 depositors with 1138,977 to Plaintiff, Floersheim Mercantile Com' '
pany, being Cause No. 2451, to quiet
their credit.
title to that certain tract and parcel of
o
land situate in the County of Mora and
State of New Mexico, described at folSec.
and
lows
25 Township 19 N. Range 2CE. containJ ')
is
ing 163 aires. That plaintiff's title
thereto be forever quieted and set at
rest, and for the costs of this action.
That unless you enter or cause to be
entered your appearance in said suit
on or before the 6th day of March A.D.
1917, decree PRO CONFESSO therein
i
will be rendered against you.

Billy was looking very queer.
"Is that why you always have the

Roy Telephone Co.

0

CHAMBERLAIN'S COUGH
REMEDY MOST EFFECTUAL.

"I love you, Billy!" said the voice.
And Mr. Merwln, woman hater, nearly
dropped the baby.
(Copyright, 1916, by the
Newspaper Syndicate.)

A place to eat for Ladies and Gentlemen
'hijrhest percentage of.nttendance,
jim liny shoes for Lizzie, and
We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
t :i
;:et work for Mike's father, and nurse
things on the market to eat, at a price consistant
best
'
tallies for the Doogans?"
tention t ) n
our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
with
'i: -- ! a!.u,'( ik
Something In the man's eyes mode
to esi,:i':i'i a '
in Roy, knowing wo can serve you better and
when
drop
own
;vber
quickly
her
(..:
agaiu.
"Miss
:. (':,
V
scribf.l, lit4'
you
more for your money than anyone else.
give
Baker,
Margaret," he said, "I always
,
at (;.:!:
U S
you
way,
of
think
my
that
turn
it's
i
1ÜÍ7.
14th, day of Kui-riOpen 6 A.M. to 12 P.M.
to talk and I'm going to tell you soni
ARNETT Prop'r.
thlng,
and that is, just what a mean,
Claimant names as witnesses:
contemptible fellow I tun. Without any
Cruz A. Baca justice I condemned you for u feather-braAustin Marline,
butterfly because you are
Jacoho L, Ca.;i!los Mf.avL.l.'ssado.4 ined
and cheerful. And here
All of Gallegos Now Mexico.
you've been losing sleep night after
PAZ VALVERÜE
night without a immiur while I've been
locaRegister
pitying myself for several things. Look Three Lqts in the best
here, you go get that baby and give tions in SHAWNEE, OKLA.
him to me. I'll take care of him.
Small House for Rent And you go to bed and get some sleep. a College town ofJl,C0 people.
(Jo on, now. Do as I tell you. No,
Inquire of C.L.Wensell
Will trade for patented land
go either. There's something more
don't
Co,
Merc.
at the Goodman
on the Roy Mesa. '
Office at Home Restaurant,
R0Y,N. M.
S-Ifinterested inquire at
S.V.SV,

Francisco Delgado. Register

to attend the Dental needs of
this community.

mo i

fr

Home

made

Claimant names as witnesses:
Claude w. Vendel of Trementina. N.M.
Francisco Chaves of TrementinaN.M.
of Trementina, N. M.
E. B. Cropp
of Trementina, N. M.
J. M. Howe,

Southwestern Hotel

to
$6.00

1SI3,

Ü. S. Commissioner, at Cuervo
N. M. on the 19th day of Feb. 1917.

SOON

in America

'20,

J,

-

Roy

Peaches

Who, on Dec.

stead entry No. 02C407, U.r S NWJ
Sec. 14, EJrNEJ Sec. 15nd Dec. 1.
1914, made Add'l Homestead entry No.
NJN-i
022341 for the NWi-NESec. 10 Township
Sec. 15, SWJ-SW- J
Meridian
16 N. Range 23E. N.M.P.
has tiled notice
of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before J. F, liar-bi-

of Springer, N. M.. will be in

the Best
Made Hat

i

Tito Melendez,
Clerk.

Dentist-- -

STETSON
HATS

KJ I

2i

Curns, Esq.

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

$2.50
$5.00

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

Hard Workers.
No man can seem to work harder
than a person who doesn't really accomplish on) thing.

For all of
the

TO EAT

24, 1916.

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Olllce at Sa' ta Fe, New Mexico.
Jan. 2, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that
ams Taylor, of Trementina, N. M.

Wagon Mound, New Mexico
Attorney for Plaintiff

SELZ

line of good things

Pec.

before Juanita G. Gonzal' S, U S comr
at Gallegos, N. M. on the 5th day of
Feb, 1917, by two of the following
witnesses:
Andres Jaramillo
David Aranda,
Munuel Hueno,
Miguel Martinez,
11 of Gallegos, N. M.

you,

BROWN
SHOES,

We have a fresh

Tomatoes,
Chile Tomatoes,
Corn, Pears,
String Beans
Pine Apple, Grapes,

assorted-Chocolate-

Cocoanut- -

In the GROCERY
0 DEPARTMENT

John Krizan, of Ilerrington, is
He
a new subscriber to the
lived on his homestead some
years ago, saw the first flock of
homesteaders come and go and
the time Jack's sister had visited
now looks out over the Gladstone of
him. Margaret Baker looked somevalley from his home on the hill thing like her, He thought.
There was a sudden crash.
and sees every foot of it occupiS--

CHICAGO

"RED-BOX- "

atloyton,
.

Jolly, plaintiff, on the grounds that
said defendant misrepresented herself
to be a single person and unmarried,
for habitual drunkeness and consequent
neglect of duty.
That unless you enter or cause to be
entered jour appearance ih said suit
on or before the Fifteenth day of Jan
uary A. D. 1917, decree PRO CONFES-Stherein will be rendered against

Just Received From

Underwear
Hose, Hats,

Office

Nj-SK-

For every day in the year

Flannel Shirts,

ü S Land
New Mexico

Department of the Interior

I, Manuel Aranda, of Gallegos, N.
ginia Jolly.
M. who, on July 6th, 1911, made II. E.
The said defendant, Virginia Jones, serial No. 013476 for NWJ-Ssec. 6
alias Hall, alias Virginia Jolly, is here- and
J
and sWJ-NK- i
section 6.
by notified that a suit in Divorce has Twp. I7N, Rhg. 29E, N M
P Meridian
been commenced against you in the hereby give notice of my intention to
District Court for the County of Mora make Five Year Proof, to estabkh
State of New Mexico, by said II. A. my claim to the land above described,

New Mexico.

During January

a new bed for his wagon that is
trussed up so he can turn around
without driving around a block I ever saw,"
"I wish," growled
as the old one required.

Billy that night
ns he unlocked his own door und
switched on the light, "that the people
upstairs would keep quiet tonight and
let me sleep. That baby has cried for
three days, and that woman has walked the lloor over my head until I'm
nearly crazy. I'll go out and have a
cigar on the back porch and look at
the sturs awhile. Maybe they will get
settled before I turn In."
He thought of a number of things as
he smoked. How he had planned to be
im engineer when he went to college
nnd how he hud been compelled to
postpone his plan ; how his chum, Jack
Kmery, had gone on and finished, and

Notice Fou Publication

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

IOC

R.

Farm Tractor. Will
sell right or will trade for a good

i

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Rev, Guy B."Hall made proof

A small

...

In the District Court, County of Mora
No. 2155
II. A. Jolly
VS
Virginia Jones, alias Hall, alias Vir-

By LnuiS
Tuesday before Judge Foster on
his homestead. He is still con"A youngster like that has no busivinced it 1s the best investment
he ever made and he has more ness to be teaching school," Mr.
known familiarly to tho mystic
pleasure and profit from.
circle of his underlings as "Billy,"

Farm Tractor for Sale

L- -

Bring what you have to sell cr
trade and find a Market for it.
Come to this market to buy at
your own price.
(Jol. b . U. Will lis,
duduct these sales

will con

Those who breakfast at eight o'clock
or later, lunch at twelve and bave dinner as six are almost certain to be
troubled with indigestion. They do not
allow tiwe for one meal to digest before
taking another. Not less than five
hours shouid elapse between meals.; If
you are troubled with indigestion cor
rect your habits take Chamberlain s
Tablets, and you may reasonably hope
for a quick recovery. These tablets
strengthen the stomach and enable it
ti perform its functions natural'y.

Obtainable everywhere.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at banta re in. ju.
Jan. 17, 1917.
Notice is hereby given that

Ursulo Gonzales of Mills, Mora Co,
N. M. Who, on March 10, 1913 and
April 2, 1915, made H, E. No. 017987,.
Add'l No. 0232ti5 forSEJ-NE- i,
NEi-SW- i
i,
SWl-SE- i,
N
Section 11 Twp. 21N. Range 24 E. N.
inM. I. Meridian has filed notice of
proof,
tc
tention to muke three year
Efc-S-

SJ-S-

Wi-SE-

claim, to the lanl above
before F. II. Foster, U, .
Commissioner, at his office ut Roy,
N M on the 14 day of Mar. 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Felix Cordova Mux Simo Malrid
Jose Dolores Medina Abel Madrid
All of Mills N.'M,
'Francisco Delgado, Register

establish

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Oilice

at

Clayton, New Méx.,

Jan,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

IS, 11)1".

Notice is hereby given that
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
of Sabinoso San
Edwin H. N.ye
Oilice at Clayton, New Mexico,
Miguel Co, N.M. Who on Nov. 2,19:2
.Ian201H17.
u.ude II. E. No. ur22S for
NOTICE is hereby given that
NEj-SEj- :
Sec, !: SWi
Fred S. Edmonds of Mosquero N. M SW'l Section 10 Township 17N.
Who on June 18, 1915 made Add HE Range 201'. N. M. P. Meridian, has
No. 020314 for SWJ-NW- i
and NWJ-SW- . filed notice of intention to make eluet
Sec. :4 Twp. 19N. Knr. 2SF. year proof, to establish claim to th
N, M, P. Meridian 'has filed notice of land above described before W. H.
intension
to mako final proof to Willcox, U. S. Cemmiisioner at
establish claim to the laud abovo des- bis oilice at Roy, N. M. un Mar. 1Ü 1PI7
Claimant names as witnesses:
cribed before Regist r and Receiver,
lr. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. Mex.
Valentin Baca Jose Ignacio Lujan
on Mar. 2:!, 1917.
Simon Aragón Charley Van Uassl eck
Claimant names as witnesses:
All of Sabinoso N. M.
Benjamin b Brown,
J, E. Smith,
PAZ VALVEUbli
Cesario Garcia
Jose B, Garcia,
.
Resistor..
All of Mosquero, New Me.xico.
SJ-N-

i;

'

PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

'

4

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION,

Department of the Interior U S Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
Jan, 18, 1917,
Notice is hereby given that
Nine Years in United States
Oscar A, Million of Solano Mora Co.
Land Office as Law Clerk
New Mexico, who on March 16, 1910
and Contest man.
made H. E. Serial No. 011354 for the
Sec. '0
NEJ: Lots I and 2,
Township 19 N. Range 27E. N. M."
M Entries,
Contests,
Final P. Meridian.hjis filed notice of intention t to make five Year Proof, ' to
Proofs, Plats and Abstracts
establish claim to the land above
promptly attended to. ' - described before W H Willcox, U $
New Mexico, on
Office 1st National Bank Bldg. Comr. at Roy,
'
Mar. 16 1917 '
CLAYTON, N. M.
v
Claimant names as witnesses:
Joseph Allen
Walter Ross
Moat of Us Know Him.
?
Charles
Lile
' "De man
John
J. Burton
says
ain't
dat
no seen
dar
All of Solano N. M.
thing as luck," said Uncle Eben, "is de
kind of man dat takes credit foh men
PAZ VALVERDE,
tal superiority irhen he ketches de ;
Register

Thos. F. Savage

Gen. Land Practice

EJ-N-

:

;

,.,!.'.2--

moa flsh."

Foreign

NEWS TO DATE
111

Victor Alexander Bruce, ninth
of Elgin and Kincardine, died in

rate of discount of the Bank of
England haa been reduced from 6 to
(H per cemt.
Berlin baa announced that a submarine has returned with a record of

Of

UnKlng Sixteen SHIPS.
A new census of Brazil shows a
population Of 24,600,000, of whom more
uní'"-.- ""
io,viu,uuv mo iioitzu m nutor.teii
iu.u .tuiAM
The will of Miss Mary Helen Orr
of Bobcaygeon, Ont., bequeaths her
estate of $201,699 to "purposes of up--

... u.a

DURING THE PAST WEEK

Hit"
More than 428,000 orncers ana men
were tasen prisoner oy iu nunoiwn i
in the last year and 525 guns captured,
says the Russian service organ.
Gen. M. A. Bellaeff has been appointed minister of war of Russia in
the place of Gen. Chouvaieff, who has
been made a member of the council
of empire, according to a Petrograd
dispatch.
To a London woman belongs so far
the record of being the largest ind!- vidual buyer of the new BrltlBh war
loan. Lady ,Wernher, who is credited
being the richest widow in the
country, has bought 2,000,000 worth.
Although Villa's operations have
confused the situation in northern
Mexico, there Is every Indication that
the administration is going forward
with its plans for early withdrawal of
Pershing's expedition and demobilization of the national guard.
The first two weeks of the new year
indicate that recruiting is picking up
In Canada.
In that period 3,538 enlisted for overseas service, an Increase
of a thousand men over the previous
two weeks. The number of Canadians
enlisted since the war began is

RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
PEOPLE.
WMttra Newspaper Uaton Hiwi Service,

ABOUT THE WAR
Entente warships continue their
search for the German raider in the
Atlantic.
Rome reports battle of Italians in
Tripoli with rebels in which the latter lost 1,000 men.
On the western front there have
been several small patrol engagements
along the British portion of the line.
Near Zborow, in Galicia, an Austro-Germaraid, was frustrated by the
Russians, who drove the Invaders out
after they bad entered some trenches.
A Russian squadron Is reported to
have raided the Anatolian coaBt of the
Black Sea and sunk forty Turkish sailing vessels carrying food to Constantin

nople.
Austro-Germá-n
guns pounded at
Ocna, a railroad town in the Trotus
valley, according to Petrograd. In the

Suchitza valley, farther southward,
Russian attacks, Berlin says, failed
with heavy losses.
After defeating Gen. Hernandez and
bis Carranza command of 1,500 In the
vicinity of Satevo, on the wagon road
to Parral, Villa drove the defacto column to La Jolla, eighteen miles north
of Satevo, where another defeat was
administered and the column was
forced to retreat to Santa Ysabel and
then to Palomas.
The British troops In France have
hit the German line hard at two
places for good gains. Northeast of
Cite Calonne, the Canadians carried
out a brilliant raid of German
trenches on a front of 700 yards. At
Beaucourt Sur Ancre another drive
by the British gave them German
positions over a front of C00 yards.
Fierce fighting along the lower Ser-et- h
line resulted in the capture by
Turkish troops of the Rumanian town
of Mlhalea, northwest of Bralla, and
400 men of its garrison. Others of
the defending force, attempting to es
cape, were drowned in the .Sereth.
The Bulgarians have taken a monastery near the confluence of the Buzeu
and Sereth rivers.

OFFERS BILL TO PRO
HIBIT SALE OF LIQUOR.

Nswrpapar

Feb.

1

Scientific and Sacramental
Purposes.

Union News Service,.

Twenty-thir-

d

Annual

Western Newspaper Ualon News Servlca.

Santa Fe. The first definite step
prohibition in New
towards state-wid- e
Mexico was taken by the present Leg1
lslature when Senator J. A. McDon-olof Socorro county, introduced in
the Senate a resolution providing for
an amendment to the constitution declaring that after January 1, 1918, the
manufacture and sale of spirituous
and malt liquors shall be Illegal. The
resolution, which was introduced by
request, was ordered printed and
translated and referred to the committee on constitutional amendments.
The McDonald amendment, while
simple in its terms,, contains sweep
ing provisions for making the state
dry. It bars absolutely all forms of
alcohol except as used for scientific,
medicinal and sacramental purposes,
and imposes heavy penalties for violation of the law.
Senate Committees Named.
The following standing committees
of thej Senate were named, the
being chairman:
Rulei J. 10. Keinburit. George A.
Kaaemun, Isaac Harth.
Judiciary Ueorge A. Kaspman, J. K.

"

Carrlzozo Is to have a new national
bank.
Qrlp and pneumonia are prevalent at

d

rjapltan,
Many new buildings are being erect
ed at Clovis.
About 5,500 auto licenses have al

ready been issued.
Clovis citizens have started a move-ment to "get free mall delivery,
A trade trip to Amarillo, Tex., is be
ing planned by the Albuquerque Ro- tary Club.
New jtfexico wni get $42,495 as her
hare of the government's inillion-dol-witlar Iun(j Ior roa(j worj m 1917,
immediate tasks that the
T
.Blature wI11 b0 aRue(i to take up
, tht. mon,imfint of
the finance law.
The original designs for the silver
service to be presented to the battleship New Mexico are on exhibition at
Santa Fé.
The Women's Federation of New
Mexico has drafted measures that the
members desire to have passed by the
Legislature.
Sportsmen of Dona Ana county organized a county game protective as
sociation with a paid membership of
h

first-name- d

Relnburg, J. A. McDonald, Koman Gallegos, James V. Tully, William D. Murray, Isaac Barth, M. T. Dunlavy, M. P.
bkuen.
Finance John S. Clark, William D.
Ueurge A.
Murray, J. K.
s,
Kaseman, Nabor Mlranai, itonian
J. 8. Usa, Albert Callan, U. E.
Bryant.
Kallroads John A.' Gordon, Nabor
Mirabel, Ramon Sanchez, Isaac Liarth,
iai-k'go-

twenty-six- .

Johnny Tillman of Minneapolis out
pointed Walter Mohr in ten rounds in
New York.
The Second Texas Infantry football
eleven from
team defeated an
Camp Wilson at San Antonio at Aus
tin, Tex., 34 to 6.
David Fultz, president of the Base
ball Plavers' Fraternity, set Feb. 20
as the date the players' strike is like- ly to become effective.
Johnny
Kilbane of Cleveland
knocked out Young Drummle of Jer-sey City in the tenth round of their
twelve-rounbout at Waterbury, Conn.
The entire Boston Red Sox Base- ball Club will go on strike If Dave
Fultz, head of the ball players' fra- ternity, says the word, In the opinion
of Duffy Lewis, star outfielder.
Ray Schalk, declared by White Sox
fans to be the best catcher in the
game, has signed a new White Sox
contract in spite of the fact that he
is a memDer or tne Baseoaii myers

At a meeting of the Btate corpora
tion commission, Hugh H. Williams
was elected chairman of that body for

M. V. cSkeeii.

copper proper
The
ties in the Burro mountains have been
taken over formally by the Austin-Aazon Copper Company.
The Water Cañón Sheep Company
of Water Canon station, Socorro coun- ty, filed incorporation papers. The cap- ltalization is $iuu,uuu.
Two track laborers employed by the
Santa Fe were Injured, one fatally,
when a handcar left the track at
Houck, a station west of Gallup.
Formal festivities In honor of the
Inauguration of Governor Esequiel C.
de Baca are to be held, probably during the first week of February.
William Brown of Colfax county ar- rived at the state penitentiary at Santa Fé to serve a term of one year to
a year and a half for grand larceny.
Charlie E. White was ground to
was
pieces when his automobile
Fraternity.
struck bv a frelgnt train on the west
Willie Jackson, New York light--I track crossing In the Alamogordo railweight, has Jumped into the limelight road yards
with a single punch. His knockout
Widespread Interest has been
of Johnny Dundee, the clever New caused by the censure of the manage
York lightweight, has given him a ment 0f the Elephant Butte Water
great following In fistic circles. It Users' Association by the grand Jury
was the first time Dundee had ever a( Lag cruces.
oeen stoppea.
an,tnr n n Smith nf Colfax and
GENERAL
Union counties introduced a bill pro- Increased prices for cigarettes were vldlng for the presentation of a silver
service to the dreadnaught New Mex
announced in New York.
7'000. t0 cost
American farm products attained a
Mrs. Susana Gonzales, an old lady
gross value of $13,449,000,000 in 1916.
The hodv of Admiral Oeoree Dewer who lives near Questa, tripped and
stove, aoia arms were
u "Pn
will repose in the mausoleum of Gen.
urnRt u" 10 ner elooW8 uu uuo B1UD
Nelson A. Miles at Arlington national
01 ner race 18 8180 DurneQ
cemetery.
CIoBlnS lts flrst semester the feanta
An invitation petition for a state- Santa Fé high school already has the
win nmhthitinn tf,,to w.. fnrmaii
of over 20
laid before the Legislature at Carson Proud record of an increase
enroume
me
over
cent,
iui u
Per
secretary
by
City. Nov..
of state.
the
I enure
blhuui year 111
Mrs. Rather Redmond Power, eldest
The directors ot tne sania e aunu
dauehter of John E. Redmond, the
Irish leader, died at a hospital In New ing ana Loan Association oeciarea
York. She had been ill only a few semi annual dividend or uve per cent.,
25 per cent, higher than any seml-adays.
dlvldend declared ln late yeara'
W. W. Ray, United States district nual
Uncle Sam will be shy 200,000 acres
attorney, has begun an Investigation
ot the coal shortage in Utah to deter of the public domain, and richer by
mine whether any unlawful combina $10,000 in filing fees from the Fort
Sumner land office for the first week
tion exists.
Fifty persons were seriously hurt. in January, as a result of the
ten probably fatally, when half the Feris bill.
population of the little town of Har-The finding of Mrs. Bersabe Velas
ford, Pa., was trapped in a burning .uez with a broken leg and a cut on
frame structure during a wedding re- - her chin in the alley in the rear of the
N. T. Armljo building ln Albuquerque,
ceptlon and dance.
is a mystery which the police are un
recognition
of
his
in
In
services
helping to open up the great West, the able wholly to penetrate.
The county commissioners of Eddy
California State Assembly paid a trib
ute to Col. W. F. Cody. In a resolu county have given notice of an elec
by Assemblyman tion to be held March 17th for the purpresented
tion
George C. Watson of Los Angeles,
pose of voting $100,000 in five per
Buffalo Bill was lauded as a man who cent, bonds, the proceeds to be used
did more than his share to make the for building good roads.
eariy development ot (.aiuornia pos- w
h gtate Board of Bar Exam.
n

all-sta- r

owners and rental agents
donned overalls at Chicago and stoked
the furnaces deserted by striking
Janitors.
Elbert W. Blancett, charged with
the murder of Clyde D. Armour, is in
the hospital of the New Mexico peni
tentiary at Santa Fé.
The wholesale liquor dealers and
the brewers of San Francisco have
taken a hand in the control and reg
ulaflon of the saloons.
James E. Wetz, "egg king," has quit
and announced that he will withdraw
from the Chicago butter and egg board
and go South with his family for the
winter.
Her accompaniment played on
three-legge-d
piano propped up with
bricks, Mary Garden sang to 1,000
wanderers at the Hoboes' College in
Flat

Chicago.

Oscar De Priest, a negro alderman!
who with a police captain and nine
teen others was indicted in Chicago
on charges of conspiracy in connection
with graft, surrendered and prepared
to give bonds of $35,000.

WASHINGTON

-

n

640-acr- e

The House passed omnibus public
buildings bill, carrying $37,000,000.
The right to borrow under the farm
loan act is limited to farmers and
prospective farmers.
Germany has withdrawn her charges
of unneutral conduct against Minister
Voplcka, accredited to Rumania, Ser
bia and Bulgaria, It was announced at
the State Department.
Test cases regarded as decisive of
about 800 railroad claims against the
government for approximately $35,000,000 additional compensation
for
carrying the malls from 1907 to 1911
were decided by the Supreme Court
against the railroads.
Increases of pay for government
clerks, approved by the House, were
stricken from the appropriation bill by
It also recoru
, the Senate committee.
mended reducing the salaries of the
members of the farm loan board from
$10,000 a year to $7,600 a year and
cutting the secretary's pay from $6,'
-

000 to $3,000.

More than 1,000 Americans have pe
titioned Ambassador Elkus at Con
stantlnople to get them out of Syria
and Palestine.
The Senate confirmed William Den
man, Bernard N. Baker, James B.
White and Theodore Brent as mem
bers of Shipping Board, but held up
confirmation of John A. McDonald
Nine Americans were among the
crew of the British steamers St. Theodore and Minleh, taken by the Ger
man raider and landed with other sur
vivors at Pernambuco on the Japanese
hip, Hudson Maru.

-

SlDie.

J. Bryan told the Indiana
Legislature at Indianapolis two new
reforms are needed in national gov- ernment. The national constitution
should be made more amenable to
changes and a chain of national news- papers, one published in Washington
ana one in eacu aune apuui, auuum
be established. They should be pub- Ushed by
boards at the
expense of the government, he said.
Peter Crawford, Civil War veteran.
72 years old, looked on at Eureka, Cal.,
while surgeons amputated both his
legs, Just below the knees, and com
forted himself with the reflection,
audibly expressed, that "those pesky
corns" would trouble him no more.
At Jollet, 111., Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
Stark, Caroline Stark, 15, and Vincent
Vousch are in Jail, while Magistrate
J. L. McCullougb investigates a story
to the effect that her parents were
endeavoring to force her Into a mar-rlage with Vousch after he had paid
$20 for her.
William

n

-

Private, County and Municipal

the ensuing year.
Austin-Amazo-

Theme Discussed by the Wall
Street Journal.

No

sick headache, biliousness,
bad taste or constipation
by morning.

R-.-

""'on of the Scottish Kit Maioni at
Santa b'é
June
Cowboy Reunion at Las

SPORTING NEWS

UVJPILS

Oil

CANADA'S RICHES

Sweeping Provision Bars All Forms of
Alcohol, Except for Medicinal,
A

comino kvxnti.
19-2-

CASCAREIS" ACT

I

j
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387,409.
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BILL INTRODUCED
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NEW MEXICO

don.
Th

PARAGRAPHS

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK
WIRES ROUND ABOUT
THE WORLD.

DRY

arl
Lon-

Inora llppnupH Mrs. Kntherlnfi Tlnrni
Mabry to practice law, she became the
only woman lawyer now ln the state
of New Mexico admitted to practice
before the State Supreme Court.
The appointment of Dennis Chavea
. Q,0(0 nma WBrflfin . lmnnrBrv
RCCOrding t0 a letter from Qovernoi
de Baca recoived oy M1)eg W- - Rurford
of sllver CUy president ot the New
Mexlc0 Garae protective Association,
MemDers 01 tne uauup volunteer nrp
department are making efforts to have
all volunteer departments in the state
concentrate on the Legislature to secure the passage of bills providing
funds for the running of the fire departments.
The profound admiration and re-Bpect In which the late Judge William
h. Pope was held by all classes of his
fellow citizens were attested at Santa
Fe at one of the most Impressive and
largely attended memorial service!
ever held in New Mexico.

Cor-

porations Roman Gallegos, William D.
Murray Zenoblo Balasar, J. A. McDon
ald, Albert Callah, U. C. sniiin, J. a.
Lea.
Education J. A. McDonald, Georga
A. Kaseman, Perfecto Ksqulbcl, Kmell-an- o
Lucero. Zenoblo galuzar, A. V. Lucero, M. T. Dunlavy, Albert Culish, U
C. Mersfelder.
Ramon Sanchez,
Public Institution
James A. Baird, James V. Tully, Emi
liano Lucero, A. V. Lucero, i- -, U Kerr,
R. O. Bryant.
Militia James A. Baird, 3. E. Relnburg, Nabor Mirabel, William D. Murray, C. G. Smith, K. E. Bryant, J. S.
Lea.
Public Lands Nabor Mirabel, James
A. Baird,
J. E. Relnburg, George A.
Kaseman, Zenoblo tíalazar, H. K Kerr,
a. C. Smith. M. P. Skeen. Isaac Barth.
Insurance,
Banks ami uanaing
William D. Murray. John S. Clark, J.
E. Relnburg, Ramon Banchez, L. C.
Mersfelder, H. I Kerr. J. S. Lea.
Mines and Manufacturers William
D. Murray, J. A. McDonald, John A.
R. E,
Gordon, George A. Kaseman,
Bryant, M. P. Skeen, A. V. Lucero.
Constitutional Amendments J. E,
Relnburg, George A. Kaseman, Zenoblo Salazar, John A. Gordon, A. V.
Mersfelder. M. T. Dunlavy.
I.
Printing, Enrolled ano Engrossed
Bills J. E. Relnburg, George A. Kaseman, Emellano Lucero, R. G. Bryant,
L. C. Mersfelder.
Roads and Highways James V.
James A,
Tullv. Ramon Gallegos.
Baird, Perfecto Esyulbel, Ramon Sanchez. William D. Murray, M. P. Skeen,
H. L. Kerr, L. C. Mersreiuer.
Elections Zenoblo
Privileges
and
Salazar, James A. Baird, John A. Gordon, E. C. Smith, M. T. Dunlavy.
A.
Revlalon of Journal George
J. A. Mc
Kaseman, J. E. Relnburg,
Donald, Albert Calish, ü. C. smitn.
Jas. A,
Kxecutlva Communications
Baird, John S. Clark, Nabor Mirabel,
John A. Gordon, Isaac Barth, A. V. Lu
cero, Albert Calish.
Irrigation and Water Rights Per
fecto Esoutbel. J. E. Relnburg, Emill
ano Lucero, Ramon Sanchez, William
D. Murray, George A. ivasoman, 11. u.
Kerr. J. S. Lea. M. T. Dunlavy.
Live Stock. Agriculture and Con
servation Emiliano Lucero, James A.
Baird,. Nabor Mirabel, Zenoblo Salazar,
H. L Kerr, Albert Callsch. J. . Lea.
Lu-pir- n

"

In speaking of Canada a short time
ago the Wall Street Journal made the
statement that "The basis of Canada's
riches Is the fertility of the soli, and
no freak of warfare can Injure that,
while her grain will Increase ln demand as the population of the world
grows. As an Investment field Canada
Is worthy of consideration." These
words ore well worthy of attention, especially coming from such a source as
this eminent financial journal. With
land area exceeding that of the
United States and with tillable areas
coming under cultivation, the wealth
of Canada's future can scarcely be estimated, while the wealth today Is such
as to bring her most prominently before the world.
During the past year thousands of
farmers ln Western Canada sold their
crops for more than the total cost of
their land. Lands at from $15 to $110
an acre produced crops worth $40 to
$75 nn acre. Stock raising and dairying were equally profitable.
The year 1015 saw most wonderful
crops and magnificent yields over the
entire country, and many farmers
wiped out Indebtednesses that hnd
hung over them long before they came
to the country, nnd the year 1916 put
them In a condition of absolute IndeA report to hand verified
pendence.
by o high official might seem marvel
ous, were the particulars not well
known, and where are not other coses
that would seem almost as phenomenal. This Is a southern Alberta story:
A farmer wished to rent an adjoining
farm on which a loan company held a
mortgage. The applicant suld he want
ed the first ten bushels of wheat, after
which he would divide, giving the loan
company
After threshing
he paid into the bank at Culgtiry $10
per acre for every acre cultivated, to
the credit of the loan company, as
their share or their third of the crop.
Sixteen dollars per acre rent. His
s
was $32 and In addition the
flrst ten bushels of wheat. Land on
this same security can be purchased
for from $16 to $.10 per acre. Wonderful yields are reported from all
parts of this district. Recently 4,040
acres of a ranch were sold to an Illi
nois farmer; 300 acres of wheat In
1016 produced a yield that averaged
42
bushels of wheat per acre. George
Richard, formerly of Providence, R. I.,
on a southern Alberta furm got 2.052
field,
bushels of wheat from a
or over 40 bushels per acre, nnd from
field of outs got a return of
a
76 bushels per acre and still had some
sheaves left over for feeding.
A report Just Issued by the Alberta
government gives the yield of wheat ln
the showing of 1016 as 28 biiRhels per
acre ; 45 bushels of oats and 30 bushels
of barley.
one-thir-

box.
Get a
Are you keeping your bowels, liver,
and Btomach clean, pure and fresh
with Cascarete, or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with.
Salts, Cathartic Pills, Castor Oil or
Purgative Waters T
Stop having a bowel wash-day- .
Let
Cascareis thoroughly cleanse and regulate the stomach, remove the sour
and fermenting food and foul gasee,
take the excess bile from the liver
and carry out of the system all the
constipated waste matter and poisona
ln the bowels.
will make yon
A Cascaret
feel great by morning. They work
while you sleep never gripe, aicken
or cause any inconvenience, and cost
only 10 cents a box from your store.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
have Headache, Biliousness, Coated
Tongue, Indigestion, Sour StomaclTor
Constipation. Adv.
10-ce-

St. Peter's cathedral in Rome will
nccommodate 54,000 people.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets are the original little liver pills put up 40 years ago.
They regulate liver and bowels. Adv.
Dr. Mary Morey, age seventy, of
Smiley, Tex., will enter a medical
school agnln.

HIS CANE AWAYI

GAVE

Mr. S. P. Benton, Kerrvllle, Texav
writes: "For several years prior to
1906 I suffered from kidney and rheumatic troubles. Was bent over and
forced to use a
cone.
For
I am
glad to say I used
Dodd's Kidney
Pills, which proved
to be the proper

these-disorder- s

I

remedy.

two-third-

years

am 64

feel
once
stand as
old,

fine and

again
straight as an arrow. Dodd's Kidney Pills deserve great credit." Be
sure nnd get "DODD'S," the name
with the three D's for diseased, disordered, deranged kidneys; Just as Mr.
Benton did. No similarly named article
will do.

Adv.

brave retreat Is a brave exploit.

A

e

Cure thát cold
-- Do it today.
CASCARA BQU1NINE

Travelers through Alberta's wheat
belt have hod revealed to them scenes
d
of agricultural productiveness
In any other part of the
unap-proache-

The old family remedy to tablet
form safe, sure, easy to take. No
opiates no unpleasant after effects.
in 3
Cures colds in 24 hourt-Grl- p
days. Money back if it falls. Get
Top
the genuine box with Red
and Mr. Hill's picture on it 25 cents.
At Any Dru 3"

world.

Alberta farms, selected with even
moderate discretion, hove raised men
to Independence and affluence with records of wonderful development unsurpassed amongst the phenomenal IndusState Money Must Draw Interest.
trial success of which Canada well may
moneys
the
in
all
Fe
That
Santa
hands of state officers not absolutely boast.
Muny almost Incredible yields have
the property of the state should be
reported by reliable authorities,
been
designated
depository
deposited in a
by the state finance board, to draw wheat exceeding 70 bushels per acre
145 bushels.
Interest at not less than 3 per cent for and outs
Numerous
records show that the cost
of
Attor
the state, is the declaration
ney General Patton In an opinion of forms has been more than repold by
year's crop. In one Instance, land
written for the finance board. The this
purchased
for $3,200 produced wheat
Clark
board Is established under the
which was sold for a little over $10,000.
public moneys bill and consists of the
During the yenr 1917 there will be
governor, treasurer and auditor.
an Immense amount of lubor required
to take core of the crop In Manitoba,
Doorkeeper of Senate Dies.
Saskatchewan nnd Alberta.
One of the problems which Western
Santa Fé. Florencio Esquibel, doorkeeper in the State Senate at the last Canada has to foce every year is the
session, was found dead in bed at tho securing of an adequate supply of
labor to handle the harvesting nnd
school for the deaf and dumb, where
threshing of Its big crops. This probhe was visiting his son, one of the lem, indeed, is always present ln any
at
Ribera,
is
pupils. Esquibel's home
country that has a big agricultural proSan Miguel county, and he came to duction; ln the ense of Western CanSanta Fé to apply for a position ln the ada It is enhanced by the comparative
Legislature. He succeeded ln this en- sporslty of population and the long disdeavor and would have gone to work tance from Industrial districts, which
Heart failure was the can be expected to offer a surplus of
on Monday.
cause of death.
lobor.
ln Western Canada the present difficulties are Increased by the war. A very
W. S. Gilliam Reappointed.
Santa Fé. Despite a fight made on large number of Western Canada's
servhim Francis E. Lester has been reap- smnll population have enlisted for
pointed to the county road board of ice with the Canadian forces ln Europe,
present time there is genDona Ana county, the others appointed and'at the
with him being W. S. Gilliam of Me- erally speaking no surplus of labor for
silla Park and J. F. Bennett of Laa the ordinary channels of Industry, to
say nothing of the abnormal demands
Cruces.
of harvest time. The situation, however, has to some extent been met by
Cadets to Take Part in Inauguration. the action of the Canadian militia deSanta Fe The 250 cadets of the portment, who have releused all such
military institute at Roswell are to be men who ore still ln training In the
brought to Santa Fe for the inaugura- western military camps and who desire
to engage ln harvest work for a period
tion festivities on Feb. 7.
of generally one month.
The actual number of men engaged
New Mexico Veterans Die.
Santa vé. Two more New Mexico In 1916 ln harvest work was between
veterans have died at the National forty and fifty thousand, Wages were
Soldiers' Home at Sawtelle, a suburb higher than usual, running from $2.50
of Los Angeles. They are Nathaniel to $4.00 a day with board, and from
Kennerston of Silver City, and John $35 to $00 a month. Advertisement.
E. Watson of Deming.
Exactly.
Twelve New Attorneys.
."The majority of epitaphs begin
Santa Fe Twelve young men took 'Here lies . . .' "
"Well, most of them do."
the oath as attorneys and members of
the New Mexico Bar in the State SuBed Cross Bag Blue, much better, goat
preme Court which convened for the farther
than liquid .blue. Get from any
January term.
grocer. Adv.

MACHINERY
New and Used
Send for list.

BUY. SELL or TRADE

The Morse Bros. M. & S. Co.
Denver, Cole,
St

1732 Waxee

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
Nine times in ten when the liver la
right the stomach and bowels are right
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently butfirmly com
pel a lazy liver to i
CARTERS
do its duty.
ITTLE
Cures Coa
IVER
stipation, InPILLS.

sir0- -

Headache,
and Distress After Eating.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
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Fistulas May Exist In Any Part
of the Animal's Body.
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Street Railway Lines Must Keep Nickels

Moving

TOItK. If the nickels taken for fares on the traction lines of this
were not collected at the end of each day and put Into circulation
again at once, New Yorkers would find that In two or three days at most
there would not be a nickel in the
cuy avaname to pay cariare or buy a
loaf of bread. This remark was made
by an official of the Interborough Elevated company.
Every visitor knows of the hundreds of thousands of people who rush
hither and thither every day on ele-

NEW

vated and subway trains. But few
know what the stream of small change
flowing Into the ticket offices In a
stream amounts to In
24 hours, nor how this money Is col
lected. Every night shortly after midnight the bank on wheels starts on Its
round of collecting the nickels from the subway and elevated stations. This
bank on wheels is a curious car. One end looks like a bank. There are
screens, counters, pigeonholes and pnrtltlons used while paying off the subway employees. At the other end are the quarters of the collectors. As soon
as the car arrives at the station the agent runs out of the ticket booth,
shoves through the window of the car two canvas bags of cash, one day and
the other night receipts.
It takes about five hours for the bank car to mnke the trip on the subway and elevated. When it is completed, over $100,000 in nickels, dimes and
quarters and bills are ready for the accountants to paw over and fix up in
bags for the banks.
Mondays are the best days on the subway and elevated. The receipts
on those days Jump about ten thousand above the other days. This Increase
is due to the women shoppers, who have had time to read in the Sunday
papers the announcements of alluring bargains in the shops, and rush off the
first thing Monday morning to buy them.
never-ceasin-

g

City

Efficiency

.

Reducing

Dayton's

Death

Rate

The telephone in the office of Henry M. Waite, Dayton's city
DAYTON,
rings. Waite answers It. "My little boy came home from school
today with a bad sore throat and we're afraid it's diphtheria," says a Dayton
mother.
"Will you send one of your
doctors and nurses out to see
somebody IS
about it?"
ALWAYS
"Certainly," says Waite.
Waite telephones his division of
health, and within a few minutes the
city government has taken charge of
the case.
An average of 1,000 persons a
month in Dayton either telephone or
call- at the office of their city manager
to tell their troubles.
If the commission manager gov
ernment In Dayton is working wonders in Increased efficiency and economy
e
lines.
In every department, it is doing still greater wonders along
What Is a human life worth? A thousand dollars? Then the commission
manager plan of government is saving nearly $:I00,000 a year In human lives.
In 1913 bad food, poor sanitation, unskillful care of babies, and Indifferent
medical Inspection of schoolchildren, had combined with other causes to give
the city a death rate of 15.7 per thousand.
Walte's efficiency experts took hold of the problem in 1914 and the rate
was reduced to 13.7; to 13 In 1915, and it will be less than 13 this year. This
means nearly 300 less persons are dying in Dayton each year now than a few
years back.
"Let it be said that Dayton Is the best city in America for a baby to be
born In," said Waite. Ills 12 city nurses and corps of district physicians
mude it so.
Every mother In Dayton can have the free care and advice of the city's
nursing and medical department in the matter of feeding, dressing and caring
for Infants.
O.

f"l

social-servic-

Sleight-of-Han- d

"Con" Men Infest Gotham Streets

New York city there prowls around a band of men who
YORK.
NEW to disposeIn of their wares upon the unsophisticated class who usunlly
look for bargains. Their specialty once was gold bricks, but now it includes
diamonds, gold watches and platinum

chains.
These prowlers usually parade
the busy sections where a little pros- perity reigns, and there they work
their game upon the innocent.
"Say, feller, do yer want to buy
something good?" usually is their introduction.
Bargains everybody looks for.
"Let's see the article."
The faker then takes from a knot
ted handkerchief a highly polished
gold watch and chain, and after looking around to see if the "coast is clear,"
asks the purchaser to "Inspect the goods."
Of course the bargain seeker sees the genuine, but does he get that which
the inker shows?
, These fakers have studied sleight-of-han- d
and have a duplicate of nearly
everything they sell.
The argument and examination take place In some quiet corner. The
faker tells the purchaser that his "mug" is snapped in the gallery, and since
the article is a "copped" one the purchaser should not make much outward
'
display when somebody passes by.
Finally they come to terms, and when the purchaser is ready to pass over
the money the faker says. "Just a minute,", and whispers, "Wait till this guy
(who is one of the band) passes. He looks like a detective." And In the
meantime they walk a few yards, while the faker slips the watch and chain
back into his pocket. When the deal is finally completed the faker hands
over an exact imitation, which is much Inferior.

BRUISES AKO V0UNDS

Among Mor Common Causes Ara
Chafing, by the Halter or Heavy
Bridle, Blows From Whip and
Horse Striking Head.
(Preparad by the United States Department ot Agriculture.)
The word fistula Is applied to any
Ulcerous lesion upon the externul sur
face of the body which Is connected by
ducts, or passages, with some Internal
cavity. Fistulas may exist in any purt
of the body, but the name has come to
be commonly accepted as applicable
only to such lesions when found upon
the withers. Poll evil' is a fistula upon
the poll, and In no sense differs from
fistulous withers except in location.
The description of fistula will apply,
then, in the main, to poll evil equally
well. 'Qulttor presents the character
istic tubular passages of a fistula and
may, therefore, be considered and
treated as fistula of the foot. Fistulous
pussages may also be developed upou
the sides of the fuce, through which
Bullva is discharged instead of flowing into the mouth, and are culled salivary fistulus.
A deutul fistula may
arise from the decay of the root of u
tooth. Again, a fistulu Is sometimes
Doted at the navel associutud with
hernia, and fistulus have been developed In mures, following difficult parturition. Fistulas may arise from wounds
of glundulur orguns or their ducts, uud
thus we huve the
mummury
or lacrimal fistulus.
Fistulous tracts are lined with a
false membrane and show no disposition to heal. They coustuntly afford
means of exit to the pus discharged
by the unheulthy purts below. They
are particularly liable to develop at
the withers or poll becuuse of the exposed positions which these purts occupy, and, having once become located
there, they usually assert a tendency
to further extension, because the vertical and laminated formation of tho
muscles and tendons of these parts
allows the forces of gravitation to assist the pus in gaining the deeper-lyinstructures and also favors its retention
among them.
Causes.
Fistulas follow as a result of abscesses, bruises, wounds, or
irritation by the harness.
Among the more common causes of
fistula of the poll (poll evil) are
chafing by the halter or heavy bridle
blows from the butt-enof the whip;
the horse striking Ms head against the
hayrack, beams of the ceiling, low
doors, etc. Fistulous withers are seen
mostly in those horses that have thick
necks as well as those that are very
high in the withers; or, among saddle
horses, those that are very low on the
withers, the saddle here riding forward
and bruising the parts. In either of
these locations ulcers of the skin, oi
simple abscesses, If not properly and
punctually treated, may become fistulas. They are often caused by
collars or saddles, by direct Injuries from blows, and from the horse
rolling upon rough or sharp stoues.
The pus burrows and finds lodgment
deep down between the muscles, and
escapes only when tho sinus becomes
surcharged or when, during motion of
the parts, the matter is forced to the
g

d

bud-fittin- g

surface.
Symptoms.

These, of course, will vary according to the progress made by the flstulu.
Following an Injury there may be soreness or stiffness of the front legs,
ind upon careful examination of the
withers small tortuous lines running
rom the point of Irritation downward
nd backward over the region of the
moulder may be seen. These are swollen and painful to the touch. In a day
or tvo a swelling is noticed on one or
both sides of the dorsal . vertebrae,
which is hot, painful, and rapidly enlarging.
The stiffness of the limbs
may disappear at this time, and the
beat and soreness of the parts may
become less noticeable, but the swelling remains and continues to enlarge.
A fistulous ulcer of the poll may be
first Indicated by the opposition which
the animal offers to the application of
itable brush or bridle. At this time
the parts are so sore and sensitive that
d
there is some danger that unless
with the greatest care the patient
will acquire disagreeable stable habits.
The disease In its early stages may be
recognized as a soft, fluctuating tumor surrounded by Inflammatory swelling, with the presence of enlarged
lymphatic vessels and stiffness of the
neck. Later the Inflammation of the
surrounding tissues may disappear,
leaving a prominent tumor. The swelling, whether situated upon the head or
the withers, may open and form a running ulcer, or its contents may dry up
and leave a tumor which gradually develops the common characteristics of
a fibrous tumor. When the enlargement has opened, carefully examine Its
cavity, as treatment will depend wholly upon Its condition.
Treatment
In the earliest stage, when there Is
soreness, enlarged lymphatics, but no
swelling, the trouble may
d
frequently be aborted. To do this re
quires both general and local treatment A physic should be given, and
the horse receive one ounce of powdered saltpeter three times a day in
Ms water or feed. If the fever runs
p
doses of tincture of
high,
aconite rot every two hours may be
hun-flle-

Milwaukee Ministers Must Be Jacks of All Trades
Ministerial duties, regarded by the general public as trivial,
strenuous' and comprise the occupations of clergyman, legal
adviser, employment agent, chauffeur, expressman and public orator. A
multitude of work is required of the
modern minister, especially if the con
DO YOU
gregation has provided him with an
POSE

MILWAUKEE.

.YO"
.WUID

automobile.

Interviews with a number of Milpastors disclosed that they
waukee
AW
are often called upon to rush a parWOVEIT
piano ishioner to a train or tote some fur'HUH?
niture from one part of the city to
another.
A short time ago a Milwaukee
minister, who was to have solemnized
a marriage that day, was called to
the phone by an excited woman, who said the bridegroom had disappeared,
and asked him to call on about 50 invited guests to notify them there would
be no wedding and no wedding dinner.
"If a minister is seen on the tennis courts or at the bathing beach the
people say, 'Don't those preachers live easy,' " sighed Bev. B. S. Donaldson.
"Monday usuaHy Is a preacher's off day, and because it is he schedules everything for that day, and consequently does more work than on any other day,"
'
'.v'''-:'.
added the clerygman.
In addition to their routine work, ministers must find time to visit the
homes for the aged, hospitals, jail and other county institutions,: and almost
very bankers', architects', old settlers' and bookkeepers' club, wants to have
'" "' '"'
a pastor address them when they have a banquet'
COME

"

--

well-marke-

,

administered. The local application oi
cold water to the inflamed spot for an
hour at a time three or four times a
day, has often proved very beneficial,
and has afforded great relief. .
Cooling lotions, muriate of ammonia,
or saltpeter and water ; sedative
washes, such as tincture of opium and
aconite, chloroform liniment or camphorated oil, are also to be frequently
applied. Should this treatment fall to
check the progress of the trouble, the
formntlon of pus should be hastened as
rapidly as possible.
Hot fomentations and poultices are to be constantly used, and as soon as the presence of
pus can be detected, the abscess wall
is to be opened at its lowest point
As with any simple abscess, if drnlnage
can be so provided that the pus will
run off as fast as formed without remaining within the interstices of the
tissues, the healing will be rapid and
satisfactory.

COOKER CLIMBED STAIRS

TRY THIS

HMDS

ON

DIRECTIONS FOR PREPARATION
OF KITCHEN UTENSIL.

Too CI to Walk Upright. Operation
With, a 8mall Expenditure of Money
and Time This Most Useful Appliance Is at the Command
of Any Housewife.

Advised.

'

Sared by Lydla E.

PinLhama Vegetable Compound.

A fireless cooker capable of giving
This woman now raises chickens and
satisfactory service can be made In does manual labor. Read her story:
Richmond, Ind. "For two yean I1
the home at slight expense, if directions prepared by the affice of home was so sick and weak with troubles
from my age that
economics of the department of agriwhen going up
culture are followed.
stairs I had to go
The outside of the cooker may be
very slowly with
a tightly built wooden box, an old
my hands on the
steps, then sit down
trunk, a small barrel, a targe butter or
at the top to rest.!
lard firkin or tin, or a large galvanized-Iro- n
The doctor said ha
Application of Caustics.
cover.
bucket with
thought I should
conveniently-size- d
If the abscess has already opened, In general, a
have an operation,
giving vent to a quantity of purulent
box is perhaps most satisfactory,
and my friends
matter, and the pipes and tubes lead- though the cookers entirely encased in
thought I would not
ing from the opening are found to be metal have the advantage of being fire'
;' n live to move into
our new house. My
it...
extensive and surrounded with thick proof.
daughter asked ma
fungoid metnbrunes, there Is considerIf a box Is to be used, its size will
to try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
able danger that the Internal llguments depend on the size of the cooking ketas she had taken it with good
or even some of the bones have be- tle to be used In It and on whether Compound
results. I did so, my weakness discome, affected, in which case the con- there are to be one or two compartappeared, I gained in strength, moved
dition has assumed a serious aspect ments. It must be large enough to into our new home, did all kinds of
Or, on the other hand, if the abscess allow for at least four Inches of packgarden work, shoveled dirt did buildhas existed for some time without a ing material all around the "nest" In ing and cement work, and raised hunrupture, Its contents will frequently Which the cooking kettle Is to be dreds of chickens and ducks. I cannot say enough in praise of Lydia E.
be found to consist of dried purulent placed. For the sake of cleanliness
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and
mutter, firm and dense,, and the walls and convenience the nest should be if
these facts are useful you may pubsurrounding the' mass will be found lined with metal and should be a trifle lish them for the benefit of other
greatly thickened. In such a case the larger than the cooking utensil. If an women." Mrs. M. O. JoHNSTON.RoutS
application of caustics will cause a extra source of heat such as a hot D. Box 190, Richmond, Ind.
sloughing of all of the unhealthy
brick or plate, Is to be used, a metallic TO KILL RATS, MICE
and will also stimulate a rapid lining for the nest Is Imperative. For
AND COCKROACHES
Increase of healthy material to replace this purpose a galvanlzed-lroor other
ALWAYS USB
destroyed
that
In the course of the de- metal bucket may be used or. better
STEARNS'
velopment and treatment of the dis- still, a tinsmith can make a lining of
ease. Threads or cords soaked in
galvanized Iron or zinc which can be
ELECTRIC
PASTE
solution and rolled in powdered provided with a rim to cover the packU. 8. Government Buys It
corrosive subllmute may be Introduced ing material. In case no hot stone or
SOLD EVERYWHERE
lie and I1.0S
Into the canal and allowed to remain. plate Is to be used In the cooker, the
The skin on all parts of the shoulder lining can be made of strong
British women ure taking up the culand legbeneuth the fistula should be
f
ture of herbs.
carefully greased with lard or oil, as
For the packing and insulating mathis will prevent the discharge that terial a vastety of substances may be
conies from the opening after the caus- used. Asbestos and mineral wool are
tic Is Introduced from Irritating or good and have the additional advanWith
Fingers !
blistering the skin over which It flows. tage flint they do not burn. Ground
In obstinate cases a piece of caustic cork (such as Is used In packing
potash (fused) 1 to 2 Inches in length Malaga grapes), hay, excelsior, SpanSays Corns Lift Out
may be introduced into the opening, ish moss, wool, and crumpled paper
and should be covered with oakum or may also be used satisfactorily. Of
Without Any Pain
cotton. The horse should then be secured so that he cannot reach the part
with his teeth. After the caustic plug
Sore corns, hard corns, soft corns or
has been in place for 24 hours, it may
any kind of a corn enn shortly be
be removed and hot fomentations aplifted right out with the fingers If you
plied. As soon as the discharge has
will apply on the corn a few drops of
become again established the abscess
freezone, says a Cincinnati authority.
should be opened fiom Its lowest ex
At little cost one can get a small bottremity, and the passage thus formed
tle of freezone at any drug store, which
may be kept open by the introduction
will positively rid one's feet of every
of a seton. If the pipes become estabcorn or callus wltjiout pain or sorelished in the deep tissues beneath the
ness or the danger of Infection.
r--A
shoulder blade or among the spines of
This new drug Is an ether compound,
the vertebral column, It will often be
and dries the moment It Is applied and
found impossible to provide proper
does not Inflame or even irritate the
drainage for the abscess from below,
surrounding skin. Just think I You
and treatment must consist of caustic
can lift off your corns and calluses
solutions carefully Injected Into all
now without a bit of pnln or soreness.
parts of the suppurating sinuses. A
your druggist hasn't freezone he can
If
very effective remedy for this purpose
easily get a small bottle for you from
is one ounce of chloride of zinc in half
his wholesale drug house. ndv.
a pint of water, injected three times
during a week, after which a weak soA building trades council hns been
lution of the same may be occasional
organized nt Clarksburg, W. Va.
ly injected. Injections of Vlllate's so Longitudinal lection through tireless cooker, showing details of the construction:
lution or alcoholic solution of corrosive
A, Outside container (wooden box, old
sublimate, strong carbolic acid, or postrunk, etc.). B, Packing or Insulating
material (crumpled paper, cinders, etc.).
sibly oil of turpentine will also prove
C, Metal lining In nest. D, Cooking ketbeneficial. Pressure should be applied
tle. K, Soapstone plate, or other source
from below, nnd endeavors made to
Good health makes housework easy.
of heat. F, Pad of excelsior for covering
top. Q, Hinged cover of outside conBad health takes all happiness out of
heul the various pipes from the bot
it. Hosts of women drag along in daily
tainer.
tom.
misery, back aching, worried, "blue, '
the Inexpensive materials that can be
Majority of Cases Curable.
tired, because they don't know what
ails them.
Although the successful treatment of obtained easily, crumpled paper Is
These same troubles come with weak
fistulas requires time and patience, the probably the most satisfactory, since
kidneys, and, if the kidney action is
properIs
and,
If
and
odorless
clean
It
majority of' cases are curable. The
distressingly disordered, there should be
no doubt that the kidneys need help.
sinuses must be opened at their lowest ly packed, will' hold the heat better
Get a box of Doan's Kidney Pills.
pack
the
extremity and kept open. Caustic ap- than some' of the others. To
They have helped thousands of discoursingle
paper,
with
crush
container
plications must be thoroughly used
aged women.
between the
once or twice, after which mild as sheets of newspaper
Colorado Case
tringent antiseptic washes should be hands. Pnck a layer at least four
Mrs.
Amanda
over
bottom
of
deep
the
inches
the
persistently used until a cure is
610
Holmes,
S.
outside container, tramping it In or
Cascade Ave.,
reached.
Springs,
Colorado
heavy
of
stick
It sometimes happens that the ero pounding It in with a
Colo., says:
"I
suffered from
sions have burrowed so deeply or In wood. Stand the container for the
soreness
or
cooking
lining
vessel,
for
the
the
such a direction that tho opening of a
lameness through
my hips and sides
drainage pussage becomes impracti- nest, In the center of this Inyer and
and
had
dull
cable. In other cases the bones may pack more crushed papers about It as
pains In my back.
packing,
possible.
solidly
If
as
other
For weeks, I
be attacked In some Inaccessible loca
couldn't get my
tion, or the Joints may be affected, and such as excelsior, hay, or cork dust,
D r o o e r rest.
simiDoan's Kidney Pills brought me reIn these cases it Is often best to de- is used, It should be packed In a
lief and continued use cured me. I
way.
an
extra'
Where
lar
sourceof
stroy the horse at once.
have
had no further trouble for three
to be used, it Is much saferto
heat'ls
years."
The reuppeuranee of the fistula af pack the fireless cooker with some
C.t Doan's at Aor Store, 50c a Bos
ter it has apparently healed Is not un- noninflnnnnnhle material, such as as"-common.
The secondary attack In
V
bestos or mineral wool. A chenp and
The
these cases Is seldom serious.
BUFFALO,
CO,
N.Y.
easily
obtained
substitute Is the
lesion should be carefully cleaned and
small cinders Sifted from coal ashes,
afterwards Injected with a solution of preferably those from
soft coal, which
zinc sulphate, 20 grulns to the ounce
mny be ootalned at the boiler house
of water, every second or third day
of any mill. The cinders from hard
until a cure is effected.
coal burned In the kitchen range will
In fistula of the foot there Is the do, however. Experiments with this
same tendency toward the burrowing
spematerial made by
of pus downward to lower structures, cialists of the department showed that
cases
upward toward the
or in some
It is very nenrly as satisfactory as
coronet Prior, to the development of crumpled paper as a packing material.
If vou have a cheao stomach and
a qulttor there is always swelling at If a fireproof packing material Is not
can not eat what you want without
suffering the tortures of dyspepsia, If
the coronet, accompanied wljh heat used a heavy pad of asbestos paper
you have headaches and feel mean all
and pain. Every effort should now be should he put at the bottom
pf the
over, It your liver and bowels are on a.
made to prevent the formation of an metal nest and a sheet or two of
strike It Is up to you to get those orabscess at the point of Injury. Wounds asbestos paper should be placed begans In proper condition to receive
caused by nails, gravel; or any other tween the lining of the nest
and the
and assimilate food by at once using;
foreign body which may have lodged
packing material. Whatever packing
In the sole of the foot should be opened
Is used, it should come to the
at once from below, so as to allow free material
top of the container for the kettle, and
exit to all purulent dlschnrges. Should the box should Jack about four Inches
the injury have occurred directly to
of being full. A cushion or pad must
the coronet the application of cold foprovided to fill completely the space
Which for 5 1 years has been a favorite
mentations may prove efficient in pre- be
between the top of the packing and
household remedy in many thousands
venting the formation of an abscess.
the cover of the box after the hot ketof homes for all stomach disorders,
Bacterial vaccines composed of sev- tles are put In place. This should be
acid eructation, nervous indigestion,
eral strains of the organisms usually made of some heavy goods, such as
constipation and biliousness. 25c and
of
found In these' pustular infections
75c sizes at all Druggists and Dealers.
denim, and stuffed with cotton, crumthe horse are well adapted to the treat- pled paper, or excelsior. Hay may be
ment of these diseases. The vaccine used, but will be found moraor less
'
is ' administered subcutaneously by odorous.' ..
I
w
do. ÁdYlo iid booki tnm
means of a syringe, but the quantity
Kits reuoniM. HUhMt Nfereucei. Bwvwrrlow
To Make Fruits "Jell."
of the vaccine to be Injected und the
Lemon Juice added to fruit juices that
number of doses to be used should be
left to the Judgment of a coapetent db not Jell readily, such as, cherries, If yon tim bn throswnwl or hay G AI.LSTOrJFS
or psins In the "slurp. ( f
veterinarian.
strawberries, etc, will cause them to INDIUHSTloN.ttAS
slüswrltoforTSlMsbleBoofcoí InformMion F Ib
a,
y
nun.
w,
tie mubkmu n.sjwum
JelL
''
:..vk (wu,
close-fittin-

well-bui-
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Supt. Swiñney
J.

school

Swinni-y-

1Q11L H

11

formerly
superintendent ' of San

Ia. G.

,

Juan county,

and Democratic
candidate fur State school superintendent at the last election,
has taken the position of superintendent of the Mountainnir,
Torrance county schools, Mr.
Swinnty succeeds B. (. Woodward,
who was forced to
resign becausa of the loss of his
voice,, the result oí throat trouble'
Mr. Woodward hasboe.-- . n sufferer from throat trouble for several
month, and the constant use of
hi3 voice in the school room aggravated the ailment. Finally it became almost impossible for ?him
to make himself heard, and he
give
was consequently forced-tup his position.
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Snapshots

The II. S. hoys have been trying this week to get a program
prepared for the Pie Supper Friday evening, and we believe that
they are beginning to realize the
"Importance ofGirl.V'and of how
much advantage they aro when
it comes the part where there is
work.

The Fifth Grade has
Long Division.

Debate

finished

w

Edward Pendleton has coire
back to school after a few months absence.
Edith Hornbaktr has been absent from school since Christmas
'
vacation.
e

Georgia Esquibel came back
Hornice Pacheco hrs been absent Tuesday after a visit to Vernon.
Prin. for three weeks.

Teachers
J. E.

January

7th and 8thGrades.
5th and (ith Grades.

4th Tirade
"Now, children" said the
and
3rd Crade
2nd
lowry
lorrine
catteacher, "let us review our
2nd Primary
Dan Jenkins
echism; let us see what we have Myra
l3t Primary.
DeFrees
learned. Now, then, SadieBrook,
what is the chief end of man?"
We five below a report of the ut'.end
Without a moment's hesitation
a nee hi each room of tlio school, for
there came from Sadie: "Whj each week, If you will watch this re

LOOK OUT FOR THE TEACH

ERS ASSOCIATION THE LAT
TER PART OF FEBRUARY.

Lola' Lore: has Lcei absent ing.

Lvle Anderson wa absent
day.

Final Examinations again this
week, for the tenth Grade.

Mon-

,

adu-itisi-men- t

fo-g-

et

Snow-Whit-

Be Sure

teresting study.
The Ninth Grade sre hiving a
good time studying Agriculture

There were several children absent last week on account of the Heans were the debate in the
bad weather,
Ninth Grade Monday morning.
Reginald Gunn has come back
Too cold for l'.asket Sail.
to school.
Virginia Martin was
Tuesday aftar.ccn
lm?ss.

e,

hazardous."

and attend the

Pie Supper

Bright

One- -

"

A hazardous

is

a female hazard."

Improved Match Striker.
Tack a piece oí fly screen over sandpaper of tlio same size. This will not

The young people of Mills are
rehearsing
for a Home-Talewear out as readily as sandpaper
Play which they will invite us to
alone. Popular Science Monthly.
witness in the near future.
Ten per cent off on InternationSugar Palm' Product.
al stock food at Fajrview PharFrom the sugar palm lu the southern
the natives
macy. This offer good until part of trench

Julian Montoya was absent last
Friday afternoon.

nt

Indo-Chin-

a

obtaia both food and drink, the latter
March 15th.
a hind of wine. However, the principal product of the tree is sugar. Sevadv. tf
eral varieties of this palm are exploit"Did you see my sunburst last ed by the natives. The tree nttnlns
nightV" inquired pompous Mrs. a height of fully 20 feet, but cannot be
tapped to nny
until fifty or
Newrich of her poorer neighbor. sixty years of ndvantnge
age, when It begins to
"No, I didn't,'1 said the neighbor ilower. The (lowers, which generally
caustically; "but I certainly tho- appear at the end of branches, are cut
open,
the sap which exudes is colught he would if he ate another lected iind
In little bamboo cups. Somebite."
times a single ilower will produce a
iuart and a half of sap dally for a
All the pupils were present in mouth, but the average Is about a
the High School room Monday, iiunrt each day per tree during the four

except, Lena Lusk
Hruce.

and Helen

A pleasant lady customer was
looking at tea kettles. The patient
clerk handed down large tea-kalumtles and small
inum, porcelain, and copper. Finally the pleasant customer said,
"Well, hank you very much, I
was just looking for a friend."
"Wait," said the patent clerk.
,'IIere is one more. Perhaps you
will find your freind in that!
et

s,

1

Virginia Martin was absent
found several days last week.

absent!
All members of the Basket
of Ball Association have paid their
Helen Hruce was absent Mon
'
day.
dues for another year.

We have begun practicing our
parts in the play "The Kingdom
of Hearts Content".

tea-kettle-

Friday Night
Wonder if Prof, has
Punch and Judy yet.

Of
In The Accomplishment
Every Good Work There 3
And Can Be No Limitation?
For Man Is Greater Than
His Task, and In Proportion
To His Faith and Character, Is
His Strength.

from school.

State Surt. Vaguer will be
We are s licitirg
here during the meeting of the
or locals for the "Record." The
Teacher's Association.
money will be used tor ay for our
THE
new type.
KINGDOM
ma'am, his legs."
port you will be able to keep in close
Be sure not to
the Tie
OF HEARTS CONTENT
touch with your school and as a resul
Supper,
Friday
night.
comedy-drama
in three acts is
Admirably
be more able to judge of its present a
play
by the H S
given
the
be
to
i
futu-and
needs.
Dont fail to see
"How's the boy getting along
in
February.
15
Hljfh School
the Queen, the Huntsman and
with his studies':" asked Farmer
26
7th and 8th Grade
County Supt Rudolph will be the Prince in Sow White.
Corntassel of old man Turnipseod
CS
and lith Orad
5th
during the Teachers Asso'
"Pleasantly," was the reply;
here
.'0
4th Grade
Harold Plumlee was absent
ciaiion.
"plesantly. lie don't boiher 'em 2nd and 3rd Crade
30
Monday.
none."
'M
Second Primary
Roy needs two more years of
52
First Primary
Ruth Depew was absent from
High
School.
'
"Kingdom
for
of
cast
The
221
the
Total
school Monday after noon on acThe Ninth Grade have almost
Hearts Content" has been choscount of sickness.
caught
"Pancho."
en, most of us know our partsnqw
Roy Self has been absent from
and we will soon be ready to
The cold snap last Monday kept
Look out for the Teachers
several days because of
School
practice in earnest. Dont forget
several
from attending school.
Association.
this play, it is going to be an the illness of his brother Cecil,
Wonder who got Claude's pie
who has, been thrcatenen with
excellent performance.
Marie Cochrane has been ab the last two days.
pneumonia
sent several days on account of '
Virginia Martin was back in
Seveial in school are planning
sickness.
school Wednesday.
to
enter the "Eureka" class at
The Tenth Grade pupil? are
Sunday
School.
Claude Brashears was absent now studying General History,
which seem3 to be their most in
Teacher-"Explai- n
Monday morning.
DONT FORGET THE PIE
SUPPER FRIDAY NIGHT.

The Pupils of the Seventh and
Eighth Grade room are preparing a short play as a "Curtain
Number 8 Raisor" to "The Kingdom of
Hearts Content" dont fail to attend these plays as there will be
an evening of ' continual fun.
Come and got your money's
The Ninth Grade hid quiet an worth.
interesting Debute on theSubject
Best candy in town, at Fair-vie"I'cuns". They were discussing
Pharmacy,
whether the bean that was plantadv. tf
ed really came back up, or not,
Lester find Leda were the only
An Unkaik Advantage
ones who thought it did, and had
Harry -- I bet I can make a '
quiet a time trying to argue
worso facethan you can.
four others.
Dorothy -- You ojight to be able
10. Look at the face you have to
LcnaLusk was absent from
the tenth grade Monday morn- start with. Judge.

'i

"Per Augusta, Ad Agusta"

Girls

Published every

Clara Martin

.

Mora County, New Mexico, Saturday,

Roy Schools Record.

THE MANUAL

Juvenile
Theatricals

DISC BAILS RECORD

Mouintainair

To

SPANISH-AMtRICA-

Tenth Grade is preparing for
the final examinations in English
Mildred Martin is still unable
and Algebra
to attend school.

or live months of Inflorescence.

First Step Toward Progres.
No one can hope to make any real
progress in the pursuit and apprehension of truth who does not Industriously ply the broom of Impartial Judgment, mercilessly sweeping down thn
cobwebs of misconception and error.
Part of this work we can do for others, but we niU3t begin by removing
th beam from our own eye before
spiking to cast out the moto that dims
our brother's vision. Exchange.
Main Food of Asiatic.
Fish, rice and vegetables are th(
principal articles of ,tlio Asiatic mar
kct basket.

38X3

C. F. Leonhard of Mills orders
his
sent to him at Raton
where they will spend the winter
We miss Charley from Roy but
expect him back.

Fisher, the new owner
of the Mills Developer, was a
pleasant caller at this office Tuesday. It is easy to see that we
are going to be good neighbors.
He will try to lease his 1,000 acre
farm up in Colfax County with
Dairy Stock
A bunch of yearling Jersey the good improvements he has
Heiffers and a few Jersey Cows. put on it and come to Mills to
See them at our ranch, La Cinta live. He plans to do some real
Canyon. H. D. Upton
estate business along with the
I
Solano N. M.
T2 pd.
newspaper work.
A. D.

S--

Business System.
la it regarded as goof
management to count uniform pierw
one by one in manufacturing plants
Scales especially constructed for tht
purpose are r.ow being employed foi
counting material of like unlti Not
only is the we'gliing muchino more ac
curate because it substitutes simpl
manual operation and tbe highest da
grco of mechanical precision for th
complicated mental iiguring and inac
curacies of other systems, but it countf
from 100 to 1,000 per cent taster thar
the time worn methods.
No longer

Auctioneer"
Albuquerque, N. M.
T3 pd.
The Deaton Brothers have left
CATHOLIC
Solicits your sales both far and
Mills
and
to
went
Clayton
Mass once each month at the
last
near.
Mr. Fisher, of the Mills Devel Catholic Church. Dates announcMy price is only two per cent, week to try their luck there.
purchased the Munsejn ed in advance.
On all farm sales I represent. Deatons have been quite a factor oper,
in the settling of the lands around building at Mills and will move
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
My price is cheap, compare the Mills and we hope they have his office into it soon.
Priest in charge,
struck a line of enterprise that
men,
Who auctioneer just now and will pay them as well as develope
Methodist Episcopal Church
the country still faster.
then,
Professional Carcls
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
Some never know when they
1st & 3d Sundays at 7.30 P. M
FOUND A SURE THING.
are done,
I. B. Wixon, Farmers Mills, N. Y.
Rr.vW. E. Aesman, Pastor.'
They are too cheap to make you
has used Chamberlairi't Tablets for
mon.
years for disorders of the stomach and
BAPTIST

Col. F. O. White,

THE UNIVERSAL CAW

oy

1
''

v

Garag e

and LIVERY

J. B. LUSK

Can Housed and Cared for

a

At Reasonable Rates.

Rep
:

XII Tf OFK

will make dates and
print your bills,
Be sure and post them in the
valley and thé hill's.
This is the way to get your
crowd,
That makes you prosperous and
always proud.

The

GASOLINE ST A.

'

S. Brown, Proprietor
New Méx.
R O Y,
V

-

!

ilU

P-

fe

'

-

-

if '
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1

III
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Hire F. O. W. be'll do you proud
He'll get the price and be good
.w
to the crowdi
Then you'll know you've bad a
sale.
fail.

.,

in

fc.l .....

L

'

liver and says, Chamberlain's Tablets
are the best I have used."
Obtainable everywhere.

Judge Westfall was up from

Attorney

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
'
'
to me

Second Sunday in each month.
Services 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
CHRISTIAN

NEW MEXICO

ROY

'

'

"

'

Solano Wednesday. He drives
ROY
one of the finest heavy draft
Services first Sunday of each
teams that comes to town. ''
month at 11 a. m.
YOU PRESS THE BUTTON
4th Sunday of each month at
WE DO THE REST
Prof. Trumbull and his lectur11.00 a. m. and 7.30 p. m.
We are equipped to finish your
ers have arranged to meet the
PLEASANT VIEW
films by the best mothods and
farmersof Liberty attheir
Sunday each Month at 3,
First
on
print
them
the
best
paper,
on the afternoon of Feb.
p.m..
Second
Sunday at 3, p.m.
Velox,
possible
in
the
least
time.
1st. They will' also meet the
Uniform
Prices.
v:
',
Pleasant View people but the
Sunday
3rd
at
1L00 a. m.
- Elk Drug Store
date I as not been handed in to
is
Tucumcari, N, M.
school-hous-

e,

,

m

That went off well and did 'not

:

I

S--

Casey

mat

John Gallagher and R. N. Holt
Church Directory
Mrs. Gertrude Hedgecock has
were callers at this office Tues made application to make final
day. Mr. Gallagher was making
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
proof on the claim of her late
proof on his homestead at De
Mees
each Sunday at 10, A. M
husband, Guy Hedgecock. This
Haven. Mr. Holt is with J. R. is
Christinn
at
Churcn.
Your
one claim against which there
Kerlin on his big ranch in the can be no question raised on the presence is necessary.
same neighborhood.
Rev. G. B. Hall, Supt
points of residence, cultivation or
improvements
pershe
as
has
a
R. J. Heflin is hauling out lumY. P, S. C. E,
ber and putting up buildings on fect record.
II, M. IIknson, President
his new farm north of town.
Miss Lillian Crinkr, Sec'y.
Thirtyfive Lots in the MontezuMeets at the Christian Church,
Addition to the Original
ma
W. W. Harvey formerly of So
Roy, N. M every Sunday evenTownsite of Roy, N. M.
ing at 7 o'clock.
lano, orders his
sent to
Name your Price. Cash or
A cordial welcome extended to
Oklahoma City instead of El
terms will be considered.
all
visitors.
Reno.
Address, J. W. Hesselden,

-

!

mills

